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ANATOMICALLY ARCHAIC, BEHAVIORALLY MODERN:

THE LAST NEANDERTHALS AND THEIR DESTINY

T. THE MAKING OF A BAD REPUTATION

NEANDERTHALS AS A DaAD-END

The concept that Neanderthals are a side branch of humanity, a

dead-end in human evolorion, can be ttaced back to Marcelin

BoLile’s classical analysis of the La Chapelle-aox-Saints

Neanderthal specimen (Boule 1911-13). Later boosted by the

Piltdown finds and the endotsement received from Keirh, what

came to be known as the pte-Sapiens theory was home:

“As formulatecl by Keith and Boule, the pme—Sapiens theory

argued that large-brained, modern-skulled humans were 50

clistinctive that they mi.ist have had a long (and honorable)

evolutionary history. Besides, anything as special as ourselves

must have taken a long time to evolve ... Boule and Keith

;vere distinctively uncomfottable with any stiggestion that

we might have been descended, relatively tecently, from any

thing less human than ourselves. They prefermecl to believe

that pre-Sapiens humans existed far back into the Pliocene

relegating all known fossil hominids to aberrant side

branches on the flimily tree” (Trinkaus and Shipman

1993:308).

This attitude not only led to popular views of Neancletthals as

the half-man, half—beast of the famous 1953 movie (Fig. i), but

also had scientific implications for the analysis of the hominicl

fossil tecord from even earlier times. In fact, such a belief in the

phylogenetic time-depth of modern man was still being strongly

upheld by Louis Leakey in the 19605 and, in the 1970s-1980s, in

fluenced his son Richard’s mejection of Lucy and her kind as an

cestral to both the later Australnpithecines and the gentis Homo



Fig. 1. The I9Jos Ilcu /)/i\e/fl/e)t/3d/5 as halfnian /ialf beast as
e.piessed in t/de /niJtL’l-/Or t/je nioj ie The Neandeit/jal Alan (United

A )tists 1953. eprodiued /om T,,’nkans and Shi/mian 1993).

(Johanson and Edey 1981; Leakey and Lewin 1981). However, once

the Piltdown hoax x’as exposed, the only paleontological evi

dence supporting the exisrence of the pre—Sapiens phylum in

MAN’
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Europe was the Fontéchevade material, upon which Vallois based

his reassertion of the theoty. Their fragmentary condition and the

iH-defined stratigraphic circumstances in which they vere found

did nnt prevent Vallois from reconsrrocting the Fontéchevade

fossils with a volominous craninm and no frontal torus. On the

basis of this (cjuestionable, as later studies would demonsrrate)

reconstruction, Vallois proclaimed that ‘this is the first titne rhat

man, certainly not Neanderthal although eatlier than the

Neanderthals, has heen found in Europe” (Vallois 1949:357).

Besides the fragilities of the intetptetation, the paucity of the

finds represented another major empirical obstacle to the accep

tance of the theory. Whereas Neanderthals and ante-Neanderthal

fossils kept being found throughout all of Furope in the post—wat

yeats, the pre-Sapiens seemed to be mystetiously absent ftom the

paleontological tecorcl. This is how Vallois solved the puzzie:

“Somewhere in the east, doubtless in Western Asia, and ptior

to the Whrm, thete must have existed Presapiens men who

by gtadual development became sapiens proper in parallel

fashion in Europe, the Preneanderthals xvere likewise becom

ing ttansfotmed into the classical Neanderthals. Under these

circumstances one may suppose ... that the Swanscombe and

Fontéchevade men \vere emissanes of an Asiatic stock [of

humans of modern appearance), coming into Europe during

intetgiacial periods, which howevet were not able to maintain

themselves there. . . [The Neanderthals) remained in sole pos-

session at the beginning of the Whrm. Reappearing with the

second period of this glaciation, descendants of the Presapiens

lost no time in taking a final revenge on their Monsterian

conquerors”. (Vallois, Origni of Homo sapiens, quoted in

Ttinkaus and Shipman 1993:310).

The fact that Vallois’ pre-Sapiens xvere almost invisible in the pa

leontological record did not seem to constitute a problem to
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François Bordes inrerpreration of the Middie to Upper
Paleolithic transition in Western Europe. For him, the
Chârelperronian or early Perigordian, with irs stone tools made
on blades and with its ornamenrs antI bone tools, was a fullv
Upper Paleolirhic culture and the first of irs kind to emerge in
France. Based on the rechnologv and the typology of lithic as—
sembiages, Bordes asserted that this culture developed from the
Mousrerian of Acheulian Traclirion (MTA). The archaeological
conrinuity betxveen the two, and the belief that Upper
Paleolithic culture was the hallmark of modern humans, led him
to assume that the makers of the MTA could only have been the
biological equivalent of the archaeological remains rhey lefr
behind: put in other words, the pre—Sapiens makers of a pre—
Upper Paleolithic culrure.

Bordes also believed that the clifferenr Mousterian facies he had
recognizecl in the Périgord represented contemporary ethnic
groups ‘ho would have lived side by side without culture ad—

mixture throughout the whole of the early \Viïrm. Contra
Vallois, this implied that pre—Sapiens people would have contin—
ued to live in the European continent alongsicle the classic
Ncanderthals. This also implieci that human bones found in asso—
ciation with the MTA or the Châtelperronian could not be
Neanderthal, leading hirn to reject previously reported aSsOCia—
tions of Neanderthal remains with the MTA. A case in point is
the Neanclerthal chilcl found ar Pech de lAzé 1, vhere he argued,
against the original excavators, that the fossil had come from
some other level, possibly from one with DenricLilate Mousterian
industries (Bordes I972, 1984). And he rejected that the Sainr—
Césaire Neanderthal was the maker of the Chérelperronian mate—
rials founcl in the layer conraining his skeleton (Bordes 1981).

As subsequent research has demonstrared (Trinkaus er al. 1999a;

Maureille and Soressi 2000), Bordes was wrong on borh counts,
anti his rejection of the empirical evidence in these cases can only
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be explained by his philosophical adherence to the pre-Sapieos

hyporhesis. For him, even if no fossils had been found in early

‘Würm conrexrs, the MTA as a pre-Upper Paleolirhic culrure rep

resented archaeological evidence that pre-Sapiens people were

not mere phantoms. They had actually exisred.

Currenrly, the view that the classical Neanderthals are the last of

a variety of hnmans that inhabited Furope from at leasr 300,000

BP onwards and whose origins cao be found in the ancesrral

stock represented by the group of fossils collecrively designared

as anre-Neanderthals (Arago, Arapuerca-Sima de los Hnesos,

etc.) is widely accepted: no one seems to be looking for Middie

Pleistocene pre-Sapiens fossils any more (Hublin 1996). On the

other hand, and since, by definition, contemporary forms cannot

be ancestral to one anorher, the establishmenr of the fact that

Neanderrhals in Iberia survived until as late as ca. 28,000 BP

(Villaverde and Fumanal 1990; Vega [990; Zilhâo ‘997,
2000; Hubliri et al. 1995), whereas modern human fossil remains

are now clirecrly dated by AMS elsewhere in Europe from at least

ca. 33,000 BP onwards (Richards er al. nd.), effecrively precludes

accepring the alrernarive view inirially put forward by Hrdliéka

(1927) and rhen developed by Brace (1962) and Brose and Wolpoff

(1971), among others. Their mulriregional model of human ori

gins asserted that humans had evolved as a single inrerconnecred

species rhroughout the whole of the Old World ever since the

time Homo erectus lefr Africa, more than one million years ago.

Rather than an exrinct sicle branch, Neanderrhals were seen as a

phase or grade in the process of overall \vorld\vide chaoge from

Homo erolus to Homo sapiens. This grade was also represenred in

Africa and Asia by fossil specimens in a similar inrermediare

nsorphological stage of the evoluriouary process. In sum, the cvi—

dence for conrinuiry and deprh in the phylogenesis of

Neaoderrhals indicared that rhere was no need to look elsewhere:

Neanderrhals were the rrue pre—Sapiens, that is, the early modern

humans of Furope were the result of the local evolurion of the
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latest Neanderthals, vhich had becorne modern” in rnorphology
and “Upper Paleoli thic” in culture in the framework of a gradual,
long—term biocultural transition process taking place throughout
the period between 50,000 and 25,000 years ago.

1f Neancierthals are not pre—Sapc’ns, and if no pre—Sapiens in
Boules sense ever existed in Micldie and early Late Pleistocene
times, the only logica! way OLit in the search for the origins of
European modern hornans was to recuperate the other compo—
nent of Vallois’ model: an extra-continental origin of modern
morphology, and a penetration of the latter in Eorope through
some sort of cliffusion process (which did not have to be neces—
sarilv represented as the war—like final revenge ima,ginecl by
him). Vallois had suggested \Vestern Asia. In the 197os,
Vandermeersch’s (1981) study of the fossils from Qafzeh and his
suggcstion that they x’ere Proto—Cro_Magnon anti, hence, ances—
tral to Europc’s early modern humans, seemed to vinclicate this
idea, further strengthenecl ten years later by the establishrnent of
an early, interglacial chronology, arouncl 100,000 years ago, for
the Qafzeh/Skhul people (cf. different papers in Akazawa et al.
i998). However, as the xvork carried at the same time by Erik
Trinkaus (1981) antI Gtintcr Briuer (1984) would show, the search
did not end in the MicIcIle East: the oltimate origin of the Qafzeh
people was in Africa, svhere a graclual morphological shift from
Honia erafjis to 1-lonio sapIen.i could be followed throughout the
Middle Pleistocene. This continuous phylorn was homologous
to that representeci by the ante—Neanderthal to classical
Neanderthal sequence of Europe, antI suggestecl that the two had
broken apart many tens of thousands of years ago and had been
evolving separately ever since.

The recognition of this fact raised rhree different problems:
1 . what was the extent of the distiriction between the t\\’O

phyla; did they represent different species, clifferent sub—
species, or different populations of the sarne subspecies?
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2. whar neurological and behavioral implications, if any,

could be derived from rhe existence of such morphologi

c31 differenceY

gu en th’st Neanderth’sls disappearecl and rhar this could tnor have come about as the resuir of their own isolared

transformarion inro modems, how, when and why did the

modern morphology spread inro Europe and evenrually

replace rotally and complerely the Neanderthal morphol

ogy?

NEANDERTHALS AS DIFFERENT BUT NO LESS HUMAN

Throughout the 1970s and early 198os, adopring Vallois’ premise

of looking outside Europe for the origins of modern humans did

not entail accepting what had been the basic premise of the pre

Sapiens hypothesis since its original fotmtilation by Boule: the

need to distance ourselves from Neanderthals as the archetypal

man-as-animal dead end of the htiman evolutionary process. On

the conrrary, under the impact of the finds made by Ralph

Solecki ar Shanidar Cave, emphasis was made on the humaneness

of Neanderthals, which tended to be treated in books and televi

sion series written for a wider auclience as close cousins who,

albeit morphologically distinct, would shock no one if dropped

in a subway car dressed in proper attire (Fig. 2).

In his popular book and series Oiigins, Richard Leakey, a firm

believer, in his family’s tradition, in the deep phylogeneric roots

of Homo sapiens and in the biological sepatateness of the

Neanderthals, explained the bad reputation of the latter in the

following terms (Leakey and Lewin i977:124-i25).

“Possibly because he was the first obvious archaic human to

be uneatthed ... Neanderthal Man has become fixed in the

minds of many people as the archerypal human ancestor: a

low brow; a thrusting face, but with a receding jax’; fearsome
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Fig. 2. The 19705 z’)ezc’f

j\,Tea,ic/e,.t/jc,/s as feb!3
gooe!-/ooking J)eûp!e oith
a Ja em/t/te teeh)/O/Ogj’ mle! lUit

al! that ehffereat fi one ontseli es
(/ria Leakeg and Leusa 1981).

beede brows; and a srooped, lumbering gait in which a
srocky muscolar body was dragged about wirh seemingly
malevolent inrent. Misconceprions about the Neanderrhalers’
posrure came mainly from the relarivelv complete bot se—

verelv conrorred remains of an old arrhriric individoal who

clied ar whar is now known as La Chapelle—aox—Sainrs in

soorhern France. The norion of malevolence came from

nowhere hot a hosrile irnaginarion.” And he conrinued: “\Ve

cao now be sure that the Neanclerrhalers led a complex,

rhooghrfol, and sensirive exisrence, sorviving soniehow in

the exrremely harsh condirions of an ice—gripped Europe.”
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The archaeological data invoked as the basis fot this evaluation

wete the fLinetaty ptactices of Neandetthals, patticulatly the

Shanidat butials. Although the evidence has tecently come to be

tegatded as conttovetsial (Sommet 1999), analysis of the pollen

contained in the sediment sottounding one of the skeletons

found at Shanidat suggested that delibetate attangements of

flowets had been deposited alongside the dead petson as patt of

the butial titual. The fact that the species ptesent in those

attangernents had until tecently been used in local herbal mcdi-

cme furthet led to the specolation that the Shanidat people al—

teady knew the healing ptopetties of those plants. In fact, Leakey

concloded his accoont of the Shanidat Neanderthals with a sen—

tence implying that the evidence fot what cotild be tegatded as

specifically human behavior was stronget among them than

among ancestral modetn humans of the same time petiod:

“Although as yet thete ate no signs of titoal as subtle as the

flowet bLitial fot out tttie ancestots, we can be sute that theit cul—

tute was no less developed”. And evidence that the two gtotips

indeed shatecl a similat level of ctiltLital capabilities was pto—

vicled, in the Middle East, by the fact that the stone tool assem—

blages found in the caves containing the butials of Neandetthals

and Proto—Cto-Magnon people teptesented essentially identical

Middle Paleolithic technologies.

Leakey’s vetsion of how Neanderthals eventually disappeated is

also quite telling of the spitit of the time, and seems to have been

wtitten as a tlitect tefutation ofVallois:

“By the time the Neanderthal populations slid into eclipse

atound thirty thousand yeats ago, ttuly modetn htimans had

been fitmly established fot at least twenty thousand yeats.

Bot thete is no convincing evidence to suggest that waves of

modern man swept thtough Neanderthal tettitoty, taping,

pillaging, and mutdenng all who stood in theit wav. Pockets

of Neanderthals. biologically fat along their evolutionary
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blind alley, would have remained separate from the newcom—

crs until they died Out through economic competition. But
others xs’ho ‘ere genetically less distant from the evolving
.c4nens populations might have been absorbed by inter—
breeding.”

The fact that, in the late 1970s, this quite bivourable view of
Neanderthals prevai led among both physical anthropologists and
the media may to a large extenr be related to the inrellectual en—
vironmenr of the times, still largely influencecl, particularly in
the anglophone world, by the 1960s ideology of “flower power’
and “make love not war” and by the massive opposition arnong
A merica’s Universi tv students to rheir coLintry’s intervention in
Vietnam, Ir is not surprising, in this context, that a new research
trend emerged precisely at this time. Insteacl of focusing on the
phylogenetic place of Neanderthals in human evolution or (-)n
hw their looks and achievements compared vith those of (iLir

truc” human ancesrors, sorne researchers began to look at
Ncanderthals with a funcrional perspect’e, trying to find our to
what exrent sonie of rheir anatomical specificities could be ex
)hnnedl as adaptation to their narural and cultural environments.
This line of inquiry eventually led to Erik Trinkaus’ fincling rhat
Neanderthals and Proro—Cro—Magnons had contrasring body
shapcs that COLild be explainecl in simple eco—geographical terms
isarc tic versus tropical (TrinkaLis 1981), vhich also provided the
first hard evidencc that the earliest modern bomans of Europe,
with their tropical body proportions, had mdcccl come from
A frica.

Ir is also in the framework of this functionaimst approach that the
notion was borne that robust Neanderrhals might have been
doing with their muscles whar more gracile early modern
bomans had to do with tools and, hence, the hyporhesis that the
latrer’s ultimate prevalence over the former might have been the
consequence of a specifmcally stronger stimulus for cultural and
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technological innovation. As Trinkaus and Shipman (1993:417)

put it:

“The aspects of their anaromy that are most telling of their

behavior are their tremendous srrengrh and endurance. From

the robust dimensions of rheir limb bones ... to the pro

notinced bon3’ cresrs and sturdy ridges where brawny mtiscles

artached ... rhe primary message bespoken by Neandertbal

anaromy is “power”. No Olympic arhiete of roday bas a com

parable overall robusrness... The evidence snggesrs rhat the

elaborateness and rhe efficacy of Neanderrhal rechnology was

apparenrly much poorer rhan rhar of modern hunrer—garher

ers, leaving Neanderrhals no choice but to accomplish the

rask of daily life through brute strengrh, incredible stamina,

and dogged persistence”.

In a recent development of this idea, Niewoehner (2001) bas

shown thar there vere significant differences in the fnncrional

anatomy of the hand berween Neanderthals and rhe Skhul/

Qafzeh people, whose carpo-metacarpal remains were much like

those of larer Upper Paleolirhic and Holocene humans. In spire of

recognizing rhat the norion is contradicted by all the available

archaeological evidence, which shows that stone rool assernblages

assnciated with both human rypes in rhe Near East are inclis—

tinguishable in rerms of pninr/rool rarios and of arrifacrual in

dicarors of rhe tise of hafring, rhe aurhor was led to stiggest that

this skeleral eviclence meanr rhar early modern hunlans were
using rools wirb handles much more freqtienrly. This might have
given them rhe adaptive advanrage behind rheir larer worldwide

spread and consequenr disappearance of Neanderrhals and other

archaic humans wirh “power”-adaprecl insreael of “precision”—

aclapred hands.

Even if such paleontological data mighr be interpreted as

strengrhening the case for contrasting behavioral performances,
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one of the leachng figores in Neanderthal research of the last

qoarter cenrury could stijl write, as late as 1989, that “the pro—

duction of complex bone tools, variecl persooal oroameots anti ex—

tensive use of ted ochre would seem, on the face of ir, to ptovicle a
strong argimeot for broadly sirnilar cognitive and social capaci—

ties among the late Neanderthals to those of modern humaos”

(Mellars 1989). This statemeot, based ciii the St. Césaire hurial

evidence, which showed that the Chételperronian had been the

work of Neanderthals (Lév&jue and Vaodermeersch 1980), is all

the more significant since the same author, ten years later, wotild

be iirgcong srronglv in favor of explaining those same fearores of

the Châtelperroniari cultore asa protltict of mimicking hehavior,

as a consec1tience of the fact that the last Neaoderthals of France,

impacted by the artival of modern humans, copieti some cle—

ments of their ctilttire bot withoot really understanding their ftill

meaning. In ten years time, the Neanderthals had been clown—

graded from being endowed with similar cognitive and social ca

pahiliries to beiog separatecl from moclero homans by some

foodamental cognitive barrier that pre’eoted them from haviog

achieved the fully symbolical behavior eviclencecl by modern

homao’s extensive use of art in the Uppet Paleolithic (Mellars
I998a. ‘999).

NEANDERTHALS AS BIOLOCICALLY AND

CtJLTURALLY IN FER1OR

Ivlellars’ change ofposition isa good inclividoal illustration of the

roajor shift in the prevailiag artirutles rowards modern human
emergence that occorrecl in the academie world doriog the 198os.
A major factor in this process was the eotry in the clebate of an
entirely new line of incjoiry: the iriferences regarcliog past htiman
evolorion made from the stocly of human generies anti, in partic—
tilar, the mtDNA eviclence oo which the “Eve” or “Out—of—
Africa” hypothesis was basecl (Cano er al. 1987). Anorher factor
was the gradual iocorporation in archaeological in rerpretarion of



the taphonornic method. This incorporation prompted a critical

re—evaluation of the major issues of human evolution in the light

of a basic principle coined by Lewis Binford (1983). Defining cul

ture as the set of nniversal behaviors found to be common to all

humans on the basis of the ethnoarchaeological study of present

day huntet-gatherer societies, he postulated that the capacity for

cuitLire cotilcl be assumed to have existed in the past only when

dealing with the archaeological remains of anatomically modern

people. When dealing with archaic humans or with the australo—

pithecines, such an assumption was unwarranted. In other words,

such a capacity had to be demonstratecl, and the way to do it was

to adopt as the nuli hypothesis that it did not exist: the nul1 hy—

pothesis had to be falsified by showing that the patterns identi—

fied in the arehaeological record could not be explained in the

framework of ordinary mammalian or primate behaviors before

accepting that the hominids who produced them xvere cogni—

rively and behaviourally akin to us.

The geneticists behind the mitochondrial Eve hypothesis argued

that all humans today were very closely relatecl, implying a very

recent last ancestor, which, on the basis of different measures of

cliversity and rares of mutation, would have lived in Africa some

200,000 years ago. Neanderrhals and other archaic human forms,

therefore, had disappeared without contributing to the present

gene pooi. Put another way, they were not otir ancestors, and had

been replacecl everywhere throtigh the eventtial out of Africa mi—

gration of Eves children. This model was elaborated and refinecl

with further genetic studies, culminating in the successful ex—

traction of fossil mtDNA from the original Feldhoffer Cave

Neanderthal specimen and the inferences derived from its com

Parison wirh that of present humans (Krings et al. 1997). The

authors of this major paper concluded from rheir data that

the Neanderthals were phylogenetically distant from modern

humans and quite probably belonged in an altogether different

species.
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This line of research, therefore, provided whot seemed to be a
soonci and definitive answer to the first of the three cjuestions
outlined above, that of how biologically differeor Neanderthals
were from os. The res’isioo of Lower and Middle Paleolithic ar—
chaeology made onder the infioence of this genetic paradigm and
wirh exreosive use of Bioford’s approach would provide a separare
set of argumenrs that seemed to iniply rhat this biological dis—
rance had also had fhr-reaching behavioral irnplicarions. A string
of studies, summarizecl by l3inford (1989), Stringer and Gambie
(1993) and Mellars (1996a, i996b), soggcsted, for insrance:

r. That the Etonal assemblages found in Lower and Middie
Paleolirhic archaeological sires represenred for the most
part scavenging behavior or immecliare consLimprioo ar
the poinr of procoremenr; this indicated that the plan

ning deprh required for the logistically organized large
game huoring documenred in Upper Paleolithic times
was not part of the behavioral repertoire of Neanderthals;
such a lack of planning deprh and anticiparion could also
he seen in the limired distances travelled by raw—marerials
and, hence, in the small size of groups and social rerriro—
ries; “all inclications are that groups in the Micldle
Paleolirhic svere oniformly small and their mobility very
high wharever the environmental form or dynamics.
Relared to this lack of mohiliry and groop—size flexibiliry
is the minimal organization of the rechnology, its qLiick
rurnover rare, antI the lack of planning depth” (Binforcl
1989);

2. That the fearures found in some Middle Paleolithic sites
and inrerprered as hLiman borials xs’ere herrer explainecl as
acciclenral preservarioo or simple discard of clead bodies;
even ;s’hen deliberate inrermenr could be proven, rhere
was no firm evidence of rirual offerings and, therefore, the
pracrice could not be taken as evidence for complex belief
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systems; “at best, all the reporred occorrences of supposed

grave offerings from European (Neanderthal] sires must

be regarded as unproven” (Mellars 1996a);

3. That strocrored hearths and huts were absenr from the

Lower and Middle Paleolirhic record, indicaring rhar the

living spaces inhabired ‘ere more like rhe nesrs of pri

mares than like rhe organized camps of the Upper

Paleolithic, as was also showo by the absence of patrern—

iog in the spatial elisrribution of arrifliets and faunal te—

mains; this indicateel non—specialized activities and,

hence, no division of lahor and no evidence for any form of

social organizarion beyond that reqoired by the group’s

need to reproduce; “we sospect, for example, that the

strocrures ar Molodova and Arcy-sur—Core more resem

bIed “nests” than the symbolic “homes” of the Modems at

Kostenki or Dolnf Véstonice (Stringer and Gamble

1993:207)

4. That, in terms of their initial shape, the morphology of

Middle Paleolithic tools was largely constrained by the

physical laws at work when rocks with a conchoidal frac

trire were broken, antI, in terms of their shape ar the time

of abandonmeot, it was the ourcome of mechanical wear,

through use and resharpening; in stim, instead of repte—

senring the imposition of mental templates on exrernal

marter, they vere the expression of the basic skills te

quired to perform in the framework of a “rool-assisred be

havior” as opposed to the truc “cultore” apparent in rhe

diversiry of rypologically well-defined bone and stone im

plements, particolarly projecrile poinrs, found in the

Upper Paleolithic; “.. . the Ancients, including the

Neanderthals, were) toal-assisted homi nids . . . Arrifacts

and veapans, campsires and landscapes were oever elabo

rated in the colroral ways that are so basic to any defini—
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non of what makes a modern human modern’’ (Stringer
and Gamblc 1993:216-217);

5. That, combined with the absence of ornaments and repre—

sentational art, in sharp contrast with the creative explo—
sion of the initial Uppet Paleolithic, the above fearures
indicatecl that Neanderthals lacked the capacity for sym—
bolic rhooght, i mplving rhar the communicarion clevice
ir rec1uired, langoage, did not exisr or was exceedingly
primiti’e Wig. 3); this conclnsion, in tom, was in pond
accorcl with analyses of the hasal skull of the Neanderthals
from which a position of the larynx incompatible with om
complicative of artictilated language was infetred; ‘Thcy
could certainly communicate, as can all social animals,
and they no doubt spoke, albeit simply and pmobahly
slowly. We argue that the Neanderthals lacked complex
spoken language because they did not need it. We could
not imagine life wirhout it, but they did not have the
social life to require Ir” (Stringer and Gambie 1993: 2i7).

F4ç.3. The I99O zien oj Neam/e,’thals asa ca/tara//y ia/rhr.

/aagaage—/aihia 5e/olie/te s/oaes (Ohso.rz ei. iepu.e///eee/froo/ Sti’iager

azielAlKie 1996).

In sum, Neanclerthals werc not only biologically distinct hot
also, as proven by the archaeological record, hehaviorally inferior.
They lacked the capacity for symbolically organized behavior:

fl’sietc ,E.tjÇoS pos. -nj
Efl’Ti,4CT.ON QÇ NEA CSki4%L MAN

P432. ‘ Upntwt ‘NPCÇ4TANo%l,j
or

t,
- (er
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symbolism in the Upper Paleolithic suffused many cle
ments of behavior, derermining such mundane aspects of life
as the use of space and objects of everyday existence. In our
view, Châtelperronian stone rools and the rudimentary struc

tures found at such sites as Moloclova and Arcy-sur-Cure are
evidence that the Neanderrhals had the capacity for emula
non, for change, but not for symbolisrn.

x’hen Neanderthals and Modems came into contact in
Western Eorope between 40,000 and 35,000 years ago, the
Modems changed the forces of selection on Neanderthal be
havior. The social world in which the European Neanderthals
now participated was fundamentally different from the pre
ceding 100,000 years, and the archaeological evidence clearly
indicates that the Neanderthals imitated certain aspects of
modern behavior. But while they could emulate they could
not fully understand.”

the main srrucrural difference disringuishing the Modems
from the Ancienrs was the practice of symbolically organized
behavior.” (Srringer and Gambie 1993:207).

In this framework, the last of the above set of three major ques
tions almost became a non-sequitur: the biologically-based inrel
lectual inferioriry of the Neanderthals carried the implication
that ir w’as not necessary to explain their disappearance in histori
cal terms, since such would he the inevitable ourcome of the
massive biologically-hased culrural superiuriry of the modems.
As soon as the lartem’s expansion began, the Neanderthals, as well
as the other kinds of morphologically archaic humans that had
develuped in eastern Asia, x’.’ere doomed. However, even if their
demise was the inevirable outcome of their biological difference
and did not mequime a hisrorical explanarion, two major problems
remained befume the model could be said to account for all the
facrs.
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“OUT-OF-AFRICA WITH COMPLETE REPLACEMENT”?

The first problem was that the archaeological record suggesteci

that, for more than one hundred thousanci years after Eve’s death,
anatornically modern hurnans seemed to have behaved iust like

the Neanderthals. In flict, the above—mentioned list of clifferences

between the Lower and Micidie Paleolithic, on one hand, and the
Upper Paleolithic, on the other, applied to both Neanderthals

and their modern htiman conternporaries. Therefore, even if the

demise of Neanderthals was self—explained by their inferior bio!—

ogy, one soli had to explain why, ‘hen and how ‘modern behav—
lor”, or “culture”, had made its appearance in the evolutionary

trajectory of anatomically modern humans. The seconci probiem
was that, as proven not only by the Saint—Césaire burial (Lévêc1tie

and Vandermeersch 1980) but also by the inner ear of the Grotte

do Renne’s chilci (Hublin et al. 1996), the Châtelperronian, the
first Upper Paleolithic culwre of Europe, heralcied in art history

studies as the first stage of the creative explosion (Leroi—Gourhan

1964), had been made by Neancierthals. Bordes’ argument for
Con ti ntuty between the MTA and the Châteiperronian was vindi—

cated!, brit the empirical record! showed that the implications of
that Continuity \‘ere the exact opposite of what he had expected:

not that the MTA was the vork of the pre-Sapiens ancestors of

Cro—Magnon people, bot that the MTA—Châtelperronian se—
cjuence represented! the Neanderthais’ own transition from the
Midclle to the Upper Paieoiithic.

Otit-of—Africa supporters have never aclecuately solved the first of
these two probiems. Meliars (1998b:1o7—1o8) triedi by postulating

a distinction between “cognitive potential” and “behavioral per
formance”: modems producing Middie Paleolitbic industries in
the Near-East or the Middie Stone Age assembiages of Africa

possessed a high cognitive potential bot x’ere performing below
their full capacity as a consequence of “a variety of clifferent envi—

ronmental and relateci economie and clernographic factors.” The
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presence of burials such as Skhol or the emergence of blade-based

mechnocomplexes soch as the Howiesoos Poorr demoostramed that

the cognirive potential was incleed there, while the incomplere

ness of the Upper Paleolithic package did not imply thar fully

modern behavior capabilities xvere lacking. As nomed by Zilhâo

and d’Errico (J999a), ho\vever, this carried the onsolvable inter—

nal logical contradicrion of recognizing major cognitive abilities

aniong modems even when rhey behaved like Neandetthals,

while denying them to Neanclerrhals even when (by borying

rheit dead and by manofactoming blade-based lirhic assembiages)

mhey behaved like modems... In facr, rhe closest we got to a co

hemenm explanarion of why modern behavior rook so much time

to emerge from modern anaromy was Richard Klein’s invoking

of a second biological motation occorming some time amound

50,000 years ago. The first motation woold have created the

modern anatomy among Eve’s immediate descendants, while this

second momation would have heen responsible for the adveor of

langoage and symbolism among latet Afmican modemns, thos pro

moting a qoantom leap in theim coltdime and demogmaphy and

tmiggeming theim iovasion of Etimasia:

“For those who favom the meplacement hypothesis, a potential

difficolry is to explain why anatomically modern om neam

modern humans expanded to Eomasia only bemween 50,000

and 40,000 yeams ago, more than 50,000 yeams after they

occopied Africa and its immediate soothwesm Asian matgin

The meason, howevet, is probably that early modern om

neam—modemn Afmicans veme not behaviomally modern. In evemy

detectable atchaeological tespecm, they veme in fact indistin

goishable from theim Etimasian Neandemthal contempomaries.

Ir was only when anamomically modern Afmicans developed

modern behaviom between 50,000 and 40,000 yeams ago

that they gained an undeniable compemitive advantage over

theim non—moclemn Eomasian conmempomamies. Amguably, the

most likely stimolus for modern behaviom was a neomological
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acivance, perhaps prornoring the fully modern capacity for
rapid articulated phonemic speech ... The neurological hy—
pothesis requires only a ranclom, selectively advantageoos
mutation like ones that rnList have occurrecl many rimes ear—
her in human evolution” (Klein 1998:509—510).

Although logically coherent and, if valid, apr to play the role of
the key stone sustaining the inrellecrual edifice representecl by
“Out of Africa wirh complete replacement”, this solution had a
major weakness, recognized by Klein himself: ‘the hyporhesis is
presently impossible to test” (Klein 1998:510). Put another way, it

s’as not a scientific hypothesis to begin with,

The second problem was dealt with by proposing that the
(liâtelperronian was not an independent achievement of
European Neancierthals btit, instead, the result oftheir acculrura—
tion hy the incoming modern humans (Demars and Hublin 1989
Hirrold 1989; Stringer and Gamhle 1993; Mellars 1996a, i996b).
A goud summary of these authors’ reasoning can be founci in
Hublin (1999:117):

“Fhis Neanderthal transition to the Upper Paleolithic onlv
rakes place after the Aurignacian—making modern bomans
had penerrated in ELirope. Among the Neancierthalers, the
lamous “transitional” indusrrics dcvelop in the peripheries of
areas where modern groups had sertied. Ir is tempting to see
in this the result of contacts, the acloption of rechniques, the
copying of objects, arrns and utensils. Alrhough they contin—
ried to nantificture their Mousterian rool—kits and used their
own rechnologies. the contact with Aurignacian popdilati0ns
would have led the Neancierthals to rnanufacrure kinds of ob—
jecrs that had first been brought into Europe by modern
ho mans”.

Just proposing a mechanisrn that workeci was not enough, how—
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ever, to prove that things actoally had happened that way. It was

also necessary to falsify any altetnative explanations, patticLilatly

that of the indepeodent Neanderthal ttansition to the Uppet

Paleolithic implied by Botdes’ establishment of total continuity

between the MTA and the Châtelpetroniao. In otdet to achieve

this aim, as shown above, Sttinget and Gamble (1993) suggested

the simplest of all possihle solutions: Neandetthals had not made

it 00 theit own simply because of their inttinsic incapabilities,

theit lack of trLily cultLital behavior. Mellars (1998a, 1999) took

the argument one step furthet by fleshing it OLit with operative

analogies fot how Neanderthal acculturation might actoally have

taken place.

Assoming a long-term contemporaneity between the Châtel

petronian and the Aurignacian, Mellars pointed our that “in no

case of modern ethnographic contact between European and in

digenoos populations has this kind of separate development heen

maintained for more than a few centories” and, therefore, “some

fundamental batrier must have existed to ptevent the total iote

gratiun and assimilation of the two popolatioos over this impres—

sive span of 5000-6000 years” (Mellars t999). Given this, the

bartier had to be a cognitive one, and “the ability to copy the

habits ur appearance of the new, intttisive groops” must somehow

have heen socially adaptive: “in a contractiog, competitive, late

Neanderthal world” it would have given individuals “iocreased

personal or social prestige, or even improved mating success.” In

som, Châtelpetronian ornameots would have functioned as

pro’iders of status for male Neandetthals, who would have used

them withoot realizing that contempotary modems attached

much more elaborared meanings to soch kiods of attifacts. This

“beads for the indigenes” model was typical I9th centuty anthro

pology at vork one hondred years aftet going obsolete, as was

made explicit in Mellats’ example of colonial-time New

Guineans as hehaving in terms of the “imitatinn withnot onder

standing” of Neanclerthals, that is, as people who had copied oh-
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jecrs and technology without a sirnultaneous transfer of all the
associated social, symbolic, ideological and cognitive patteros:

“no one has ever soggesred that the copying of airplane forms io
New Guioea cargo cults implied a knowledge of aeronatitics or
internatiooal travel”. And, much as i9th eentury anthropology
liked to compare the behavior of the “primirives” encountered iii
oexs’ly’ colooized lands with that of European children, so Mellars
continued: “to draw another analogv, ifa child ptits on a string of
peatls, she is prohahly doing this to imirare het niothet, not to
symholize her wealth, emphasize her social status, or attract the
opposite sex”.

From the empirical point of view, this solution rested entirely on
aceepti ng as an estahlished fact that rhere had i ndeed beeu
a period of elose—range, long—term contemporaneity between
chareijerroniai Neanderrhals anti Aurignaeian modems. Al—
though the ver early radioearbon dates reported in 1989 for
Aorignaeian levels in the Spanish eaves of El Castillo (Cahrera
md Bisehoff 1989; Cahrera er al. 1996) and l’Arbreda (Bisehoff et
al. f989; Maroto 1994) came to play a preponderant role in the ar
gument, initially, rhe prolonenrs of aceulrtiration borrowed cle—
merits of Borries’ model of the Middle—ro—Upper Paleolithie
transition, in this case, the intersrrarifieations hetween the tw’o
culrures deseribed ar Le Piage and Roe-de-Comhe (Bordes 1984).
Bordes, however, had userl this evidenee to sostain an enrirely

different argument: that the Chârelpermonian was in faer the mi—
rial stage of a cultural plwlum, the Perigordian, which would
have cleveloped in southwestero France’alongside the Auri—
gnacian for some i5,000 yeats. That strarigraphic eviclenee was
invoked to aseertain the indepeodenee, the separateness and the
evolution withutir mtittial i nfluenee of the two cult ures and,
hence, as ftirther support for Bordes view 00 Motisterian van—
ability, synthesized in his famous eoneltisioo thtst the long—term
eoutemporaneity in a small region of the six Motisrerian types
that he had ideotified showed that “people exehanged thein genes
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more readily than their culture” (Bordes 1968).

Thus, the accLiltoration sOltitioo mmcd upside down both

Bordes’ diagnosis of the Châtelperronian and its philosophical

premise. Insmead of something very differenr and completely un

influeoced by the Aurignacian (the really solid parr of Bordes’

analyses of the pmoblem, as confirmed by all sobsequent studies

— Pelegrin 1995; d’Errico er al. 1998), to the extent that Bordes

rhooghr ir could only represent the first stage of a completely

different colture that would continue to evolve separately for

many thousands of years, the Châtelperronian became a geo

graphically isolated episode of imimation of the Aurignacian.

Châtelperronian lithics representeci Neanderthals copying the

hlade technology of the Aurignacian, Châtelpermon 010t5 vere

stone imitarions of the bone points of the Aumignacian,

Châtelpermonian omnaments, if not the product of spurioos associ—

ations catised hy natumal processes (White t992, 1993), might

have heen simply traded, scavenged om copied from Aurignacian

contexts (Hublin er al. 1996). Hence, contta Bordes, people

woLild have exchanged thea cultume more meadily than their

genes. . . That people actually tend to do borh, in the past as well

as in the present, seems to have occummed to none of those in

volved in the elaboration of the acctiltumation solution.

The combined result of all these sttidies was that a mesurmected

and revamped version of the pme-Sapiens hypothesis became the

dominant view of the ernergence of modern humans in the 1990s.

Xith the exception of the occasional intemglacial eroprions of

truly ancestral people, this view shamecl the other basic tenets of

Vallois’ model: the Neanderthals-as-less-than-human distant

relatives that veme not part of our ancestry; the Asian (Near

Eastemn) origin of the truc ancestots of the first modern

Fumopeans; and the complete meplacement, wimh no admixtume, of

the former by the larter. In flict, even that first exception is not

absolute, since some of the staunchest supporters of the accultur—
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ation solorion have become to speculate that the intergiacial and
early glacial blade industries and the Neanderthal borials of
Eorope may be related to ao inrerglacial infiox of Skhol/Qafzeh
people, or to a long—clistance aceultoration by the latter: “

the practice of borial and the exrensive use of pigments hy
Near Easrero modern hurnaos seeni to predate these behaviors in
the Eastern African and Eoropean Neanderthals, and this raises
qoestions about the possibility of long—distanee diffosion of
cultural ttaits’ (Htiblin 1998); . . . no Neanderthal burial is
known . . . hefore early modern humans ate proved to have
developed this praetiee in the Near East. Cultural similarities
between Neanderthals and modern htimans in the Levant
might advocate the long distanee diffosion of some innovations
in the late Middle Paleolithic, such as the extensive nse of
pigments in the late Mousterian of Lurasia on the cve of OJS

“

(1-lublin 2000:171).

Thus we eame full circle, fully back to Vallois’ 1949 position: at
the peak of its popularity, “Our—of—Af tica with complete replace—
ment” had become a theoretical proposirion which, insteacl of
nioving the fielcl ahead into the research of new problems and the
rcfining ofpreviously well—established patrerns, had raken ir fifty
vcars back in time. Mcireover, in order to achieve internal coher
cncc, ir had been forcecl to incorporare lines of teasoning that
should have luokecl very suspicious to anv one familiar with the
intellecrual hisrury of western civil izaticin.

In fact, the “seconcl mutation” soltition was pretty mtich like
Teilhard cle Chardin’s reconciliation between Darwinian evolu—
tion and Catholic faith: the boclily evolurion of htimans was

doven by narural selecrion, bot consciotisness, \vhat makes tis

differenr from the other animals, was proof of GocIs hand in the
process. The internal logic of the model also followecl a track that
qture parallelecl the biblical narrative: Africa as the Garden of
Eden; the mitochondrial Eve, like the Eve of the Genesis, as the
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mother of all humans; the migration of a “chosen people”

(whether the Jews of the Bible or the anatomically modern

humans of the model) after having seen the light (or afrer having

been endowed wirh symbolic rhoughr); mutations happening ar

a convenient rime and in the convenienr place in order ro be able

ro play rhe mechanical role of miracles in driving rhe events; erc.

The “acculruration” solntion, in mm, as ir was refined and made

more precise in the process of replying to cmitics, became com

pletely and explicitly modelled after the colonial expansion of

European powers over the last five hunclretl yeams. ClearI, there

had to be something very wrong with an explanation for what

happened in the largely empty hnnter-gatherer world of 40,000

years ago that was processualy akin to whar happened when the

industrial world started to potir millions of people into the terri—

tories inhabited by the last surviving representatives of our pre—

urban way of life.

The gradnal realization of the fundamental weaknesses of the so

lutions found by its proponents to the aspects of the “Out-of

Africa with complete replacement” model that were difficulr to

reconcile with the empirical record contribured to keeping alive

healrhy but minority alternarive views of the emergence of

modern humans and of the disappearance of Neanderthals. Bnt

the decisive mle in the demolition of the model would come

from the cunfluence of a string of studies and discoveries pro

duced in the comparatively short time period of three years com—

prised bemween 1998 and 2000.

2. THE COLLAP5E OF A MODEL

Based on the central Etiropean evidence, vhich they interprered

as showing that particular anatomical features of the local

Neandermhals were shared by the Upper Paleolirhic modern

humans of the region, mnltireginnalisrs sttick to their view of re—
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gional continuity as Out—of—Africa was rising to dominance.
Throtighout the 1990s, however, the Iberian evidence for a late
survival of the Mousterian and of i ts Neanclerthal makers, as well

as the claring of the St. Césaire levels containing the Neanderthal
skeleton to less than 40,000 BP (Lév&JLic 1993) became india
porable. It was dear, therefore, that Neanderthals had survived in
\X/estern Eorope Lintil tOO late for it to be possible to continue ar—

gnng that the emergence of the sncceed ing modern hLlman

groups could be explainecl solely as the resolt of the local evolu—

non of that region’s archaic popLilation. So, at least in this i5tt of

the world, ir was dear that some kind of population replacement

had i ndeed occo tred, even if ho;s’ exactly that had happened,
with nr without biological interaction between lucals and immi—
iziants was tinknown or controversial.

This realization was instrnmental in triggering a gradual change

in the mtiltiregionalists’ stand. As is dear in a recent poblication
hy \Vulpoff et al. (2001), the original iclea of a simLiltancuns co—
cvidotion into anatnmical mndernitv of the different popolarion
stncks created after the clispersal of Homo eieitüs with lors of ge—
nctic flox between them has heen replaced by what can be
dohhed as iS “dm1 ancestrv” model of modern htiman emergence:
an African origin of modern anatomy with sobseqoent dispersal
inti the Old World yes, hot accompaniecl by stibstantial hy—
hridizatinn with the local anatomical archaic popolations, partic—

olarly in sLich places as cenrral Eorope. Smith, in particolar, had

argLiedl before that the gracilc featnres he iclentified among the

Neanderthal remains from Vind ija Cave, in Croatia, coLild be in—
terpreted as evidence of interbreeding with contemporary

modern htiman poptilations (Smith 1984, 2000). And the te—
cently repnrted resLilrs of the direct clating by AMS of

Neanderthid hones from level G i of that site to ahoot 29,000

years ago (Smith er al. 1999) certainly represent strong support

for that view.
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This restatement of the multiregionalist position, however, io

fact represents a rejoinder to a middie-of-the-road stance, which,

althoogh ptesent before, was explicitly ptesented as a model of

modeto humao otigins by Güntet Braüer the “Afto-European

sapiens hypothesis” (Braüer ‘984). This was also the position pre—

vioosly adopted by Trinkaus, whose 1981 \votk on body ptopot

tions was used to explicitly support ao Oot—of—Africa model with

admixtore. Trinkaos’ sobseqoent populat book on Neanderthals

echoed, albeir with much more detail, Richard Leakey’s 0;vgbzs
short statement on the possibility ofadmixture:

“Though the evidence in diffetent tegions of the Old World

records genuinely different events, nowhere is thete evidence

for violenr confrontations between Neanderthals and modern

humans. The mosaic of local evolotion, migration, admix

rore, absorption, or local extinction of Neanderthals was a

complex process that occorred over ar least 10,000 years. This

is a long time for modern humaris to spread ftom the Levant

to the Arlanric coast of Eorope, whether or not Neancletrhals

were “in the way”. Slowly, the populations expanded, ah

sorbed or displaced local iuhabirants, developed new genetic

antI behavioral adaptarions to new circomstances, retaini ng

the best of the Neanderthals and combining ir with the

emerging features of the newcomers who more closelv resern

bIed oorselves. This same intricare pattetn of change, varyiug

in rare and degree, occorred across the enrire Old World and

gave rise both to modern humanity and to the geographical

clusters of trairs many superficial that are now recog—

nizcd as racial characteristics. Only bomans from the Near

East and parts of Europe can dam] Neariderthals per se in

rheir direct ancestry. StilI, every modern human group surely

arose frnm a Neanderthal-like, atchaic human populatmon,

even if all these ancestors would not fit our precise and re—

stricted definirion of “Neanderrhal” (Trmnkaos and Shipman

1993:416).
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Hard eviderice much strouger than any preseuted before in favor

of this view of the fiiets would come unexpecredly at the end of

1998 with the diseovery and subsequent analysis of the Lagar
Velho child (Duarte et al. 1999). As it happenecl, how’ever, the

parh to undetstaudiug the siguificauce of this discovety and to

the rapid accepranee of its interpretation was pavecl by a series of

studies published in the preeediug vears that dealt with the ar—

chaeological record, not with the iuterpretatiou of fossils. This is

because, logically, the “Our—uf-Africa with complete replaee—

ment” hypothesis had become enrirely dependent 00 the uotiuu

of a biolugieally hased inferiority of Neauelerthals. The only cm—

pirically hased hiologieal argtirneut iuvokecl in favor of sueh a

notion ptit forwatd in the last thirty years was the shape of the

hasal skull of the Neanderthals and eorresponding inferences te—

gardiug the laek of speeeh eapabiliries (Lieberman and Créliu

I97i). So, onee this argument was put to rest (Liebermau 1994;

Tuhias 1994, 1995), partieularly after the cliseovery of the

Neauderthal hyoid houe from Kebara (Arensburg et al. i989), the

uutiuu had to rely entirely ou interpretarions of the arehaeologi—

cal record from which major behavioral elifferenees and, henee,

majur differenees in the capaeity for cultural hehavior. secte in—

ferred.

uNPAcKING THE UPPER PALEOLITHIG PACKAGE

The biologieal contrast between Neanderthals and modems bas
been almosr from the begiuuiug of the debare ou the phyluge—

netie posiriou of the former assoeiated with an analogous contrast

between the M idd le and the Upper Paleolith ie. As puin teel nu t

notably by Breui 1 (i 9i3), early Upper Paleoli thie i nelustries

would indicate a major advaoee in hriman behaviors relarive to

the Neauderthal—assoeiated Middle Paleolithic. Unril roday, as in

the above qtiorariou hy Klein (1998), must supporters of the

notion of Neanderrhal inferiority have coutinued to sristaiu that
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the Upper Paleolirhic is a package of interclependenr cultural fea

tures appearing more or less sirnultaneously in the archaeological

record at about the time modern bomans start to spread our of

Africa, shortly before Neanderthals become extinct. Tbey also

stistain that the latter never made it into the Upper Paleolirhic,

even if sorne of their latest representatives ‘ere able to irnitare

without understariding cerrain aspects of the package. The

notion of an Upper Paleolithic package represeriting a quantum

leap equivalent to the acquisition of trtie “culture” or “modern

behavior” and associatecl with the emergence of modern humans

is also of pararnount importance in the theoretical renderings of

the process given by Binford (i989), Stringer and Gamble (i993)

and Mellars (1996a, i996b).

A list of the archaeological features comrnonly considered to

define the Upper Paleolithic package can be compiled from

Brézillon (i969) and Mellars (1973):

• production of blades used as blanks for tool types of very

diverse typology;

• regional variarion in lithics, indicating local traditions

and ethnic differenriarion;

• development and generalization of bone tools;

• internal spatial organization of camp sites;

• broadenirig of the subsistence base to include bircls, fish

and sea foods;

• hunring specialization, with concentrarion on a reduced

number of species (ofteri a single one);

• massive use of colorants;

• adornments and art, both mobiliary and parietal.

As research carried otit over the last twenty years bas demon—

strated, however, most of these fearures are in fact already present

in the archaeological record of late Middle and early Late

Pleistocene Eurasia. They appear at different times anti in differ
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cor places. independeorly of each other and in association with
different types of hominids. Therefore, there is no way they ean
be defioed as a cohereot paekage of featores which might be
taken as an atehaeologieal proxy for modern behavior.

Debi rage strategies orienred for the extraetion of blades and pro—
doeing mol assembiages dominated by Upper Paleolirhic types
(borios, rruneations, baeked knives) are doeomeoted in last in ter—
glaeial Eorope at sites soeh as Rocourt and Seclin (Otte 1990).

Alrhough Boëda (1990) eoosiders that the core redtietion sehemes
isecl at these sites are stili esseotially of a levallois nature (basecl
n the exploitation of stirfaees), sehemes geareel to the exploita—
tion of volumes, that is, of a elassieal Upper Paleolithic nature.
are now doeunientcd as well at sires of similar age in France
(Révillion 1995) and in the Middie East, where rhey may go back

to ca. 250,000 years ago, as at Hayonim (Meignen 1998). A recent
cxtcnsive review of the isstie (Bar—Yosef and Kohn 1999) bas effec—

rivcly dispensed with iov notion that lithic prodtsction systcms

gcarcd to the extractinn of blade blanks are in any way indicative

of supcrior cognitive capabilities or superior aclaprive possibili—

ties. They appear tens of thotisands of years before the Upper

Paiccilithic, they are adopted and abandoned many different
timcs, and in many very different and very elistant regional col—
rural trajectories. Their validity as a time—marker and periodiza—
tion ton! is testricted to western Eurasia and Africa, it is not a

tiniversal featore of late Upper Pleistocene modern human
groups world wide.

Stylisric variation in the modes of levallois clebirage used in
Norrh Afriea in early last glacial times patterns along regional
hoes (Van Peer 1991). The biological status of the authors ofstieh

industries is euntroversial, btir in the case of the Magreb they

seem to have been the svork of the DIehel Irhotid people, a popu
larion tbougbt to dcrive from the local Homo e;ectiec and, altbough

belonging in the phyletic line of anatomically modern bomans,
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to be in a stage of the biological evolution of humankind similar
to that represented by European Neanderthals (Genet-Varcin

1979; Htiblin 2000). It is also quite likely that the several pre—
Aurignacian Uppet Paleolithic culrures of Europe, snch as the
Uluzzian, the Bohunician or the Szeletian xvere also manufac
tured hy Neanderrhals, as is the case with the Châtelperronian.
ContinLuty with preceding Motisterian indtssrries exists in the

parts of Europe where those cultures have heen identified, mdi
cating that regional differenriation wirh a possible ethnic content

must have been a feature of material culture among Upper

Paleolithic Neanderthals and, consequenrly, among their imme

cliate Micldie Paleolithic predecessors as well.

The evolutionary meaning atrributed to bone tools seems to have

been largely a consequence of the fact that for a long time they

were known almosr exclusively in the Aurignacian and the fol

lowing cultures of the European Upper Paleolirhic sequence.

1—lowever, there is no a priori reason to believe that the use of

bone and ivory as raw-materials indicares a higher level of cogni
tive capabilities, unless this is because they have to be shaped
using manufacture rechniques that imply the existence of menral
remplares and the imposirion of srandardized form. Bot this is
also truc of vood working, and the set of rhroxving spears found
at Schöningen, in Germany (Thieme and Maier 1995), are there
to make the poinr that both the inrellecrual requiremenrs

and the rechnical abiliries to manufacrure the bone poinrs of

the Upper Paleolirhic already existed 400,000 years ago. Truc
bone tools have also been posirively idenrified even among
Australopirhecines (Backwell and d’Errico 1999), and bone points

have recenrly been found in Sourh African Middle Srone Age as

semblages (Henshilwood and Sealy 1997). Even if the larter were
arguably the \vork of anaromically modern humans, rhey were
not associared wirh blade-based lithic rechnologies and, accord
ing to Klein, xvere made at a time when, at least in rerms of rheir
serrlement and subsisrence srraregies, rhose modern humans
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were behaving in non—modern ways... The same applies to the
wiclespread use of pigrnents in Midclle Pleistocene African sites
datecl to more than 300,000 years ago (Barham 1998).

Moreover, bone tools are widespread, although their numbers are
highly variable from site to site, in the pre—Aurignacian techno—
complexes of Europe likely to have been made by Neanclerthals.
In some cases they are associatecl with blacle—based litbic procluc—
tion systems, as in the Chtelperronian, in other cases they are as—
sociated wirh Transitional assemblages definecl by the procltiction
of bifacial points and knives, as in the assemblage from level C of
Buran—Kaya III, in the Crimea (Marks 1998). At sites such as the
Grotte clu Renne, where we cao he stire that they were marie by
Neanderthals, they correspond to large inventories where differ—
ent types are represenrecl (points, borers, tubes, hanciles), inciocl—
ing items ciecorated with regularly spacecl incisions (cl’Errico et
al. i998).

A gooci example of internal organization of Middle Paleolirhic
campsites involving construction of complex featores is the
Portuguese site of Vilas Ruivas (G.E.P.P. 1983; Stririger and
Camhle 1993). The collection of sheilfish and other seafoods in
the late Midclle Paleolithic is documented by another Portuguese
sitc, the coastal cave of Figueira Brava, which containecl Pite//a

shelis and bones of arctic seal and of the great ook (Antunes I990—

91). But the regular consumption of adluatic resources poes back
at least to interglacial times, as provcn by OIS 5 sites from South
Africa such as Klasies River Mouth (Klein I998). Here the shell—
fish were gathered by early anatomically modern bomans, bot
the mossel hearth recently excavated in Vanguard Cave,
Gibraltar (Barton 2000), shows that by ar least 50,000 BP, if not
before, European Neanderthals were cloing the samc thing. On
the other hand, the consumption of fresh water fish caught in the
rivers and lakes of the Eorasian hinterlancl does not seern to
hecome significant until the Gravcttian (Richards et al. n.cl.) and
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is not, therefore, a feattire that may be tised to differentiare the

early tipper Paleolirhic from the late Middie Paleolirhic.

Htioting practices idenrical ro those used in the Upper

Paleolithic are already a feattire of the Middle Paleolithic de

posits of the Combe-Grenal rock-shelter (Chase 1988).

Specialized reindeer hunring patterns sirnilar to those doco—

mented in Tardiglacial times have been docorneoted by

Gaodzioski and Roebroeks (2000) in oorthern Germanv at the

Mousteriao open-air site of Salzgitter-Lebenstadr. In fact, as

pointecl out hy Zilhâo (1998a), the Neaoderthal-as-scavenger

model was largely the result of the application of a double stan

clard in the analysis of faunal remains. Most argurnents taised in

favor of the model vere based on the prevalence of “head domi

nated’ or “head and foot dominated” patteros among assem

blages from Lower and Middle Paleolithic sites. Such a partern,

however, is also commonly foLiocl in later sites, as is the case in

the early Neolithic levels of the DoLitgoe rock-shelter, in France

(GLulaine et al. 1993), or in the early Magdalenian levels of

Rasca6o and El Juyo, in Canrabrian Spain (Alruna 1981; Klein

and Cruz-Uribe 1985). In the larrer region, moreover, the long-

term diachronic analysis of sertlemeot and subsistence srraregies

showed that no change was derectable ar the Middle/Upper

Paleolithic divicle, and that a signiflcant reorganization of land

use practices did not occtir unril last glacial maximum times

(Straus 1983, 1986).

In spite of the above-mentioned characteristics of faunal assem

blages, ir has oever been argued that Neolithic people obtained

rheir meat from scavengiog mooron carcasses killed by wolves or

that early Magdaleoian Cantabriao hunters (the artisrs that

paioted Alramira) scavenged for their venison. Instead, hunting

(or butchering of domesricates) was assumed, and body part rep

resentation was inrerprered in taphonomic or functional rerms.

Moreover, in their srudy of the fiuna from Kobeh Cave, Marean
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and Kim (1998) xx’ere able to show that the head and foot domi—
nated’ pattern of the sites Mousterian deposits was reversed
once an extensive refitting of shaft fragrnents was carried out: in
the end, the3’ demonsrrated that, in fact, leg bones predomi—
nated. One of the major implications of this finding was that it

questionecl the validity of the concltision that Micldie Paleolithic
people were predominantly scavengers derived by Binforci and
others from the bone assemhiages of such sites as Combe Grenal,
Grotta Guattari, or Klasies River Mouth, where shaft fragments
had been cliscarcieci by the excavators, thereby serioLisly biasing
the skeletal profi les obtained.

On the other hand, ethological studies demonstrate that, m the
mam mal world, there can be no such thing as a pure scavanger
(Tooby and Devore 1987). 1f Neanderthals and othet pre—modern
bomans were eating meat, the idea that they were procuring it

purelv, or mainly, through scavenging, ‘as in the first place
cnunter—intuitive and the least parsimonious explanation of the
evidence. Marean and Kim (1998)5 results showed that what was
theoretically unlikely was also empirically untenable. Stable iso—
tope analyses have si nee confirmed their paleontological analy
ses, showing that Eurasian Neancierthals (inciuding those from
the last interglacial levels of Scladina, datecl to between 130,000

and 8o,ooo years ago) ss’ere top-level carnivores, obtaining
almost all of their clietary protein from animal sources (Richards
et al. 2000).

The above examples show that no dear cut division between
Middle and Upper Paleolithic seems to be possible on the basis
of any combination of criteria relating to snone tool technology,
usa of bone tools or stibsisrence and settlement. Actually, the
issue is further complicarec] by the fisct that the above list of cri
teria compiled from Brézillon and Mellars does not consider
inter-regional vaniarion. As shown by Combe—Grenal and
Salzgitrer-Lebenstaclt, Middle and Upper Paleolithic patterns of
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fauna! exploitation in the periglacial areas of Europe rich in rein

deer, for instance, are often very similar. But, ifsuch patterns are

taken as a criterion of modern behavior, then one would have to

consider that French Neanderthals were behaviorally more

modern than the anatomically modern humans of the Iberian

Upper Paleolithic. And, if blade debitage were the criterion of

choice, they would also be more modern than Upper Paleolithic

modern humans from southeastern Asia or, for that matter, than

most hunter-gatherers of the present.

THE EVOLUTIONARY SIGNIFICANCE OF ART

By comparison with Middie Paleolithic times, the oniy real nov—

dries in the Upper Paleolithic as traditionally defined are, there

fore, art and objects of personal adornrnenr, which do seem to be

unknoxvn before 40,000 BP. The xvhole debate about the emer

gence of modern behavior” turns out to be, therefore, about a

much more focused issue: when and why did body decoration

and figurative art appear in the archaeological record and which

is the historical significance of such an appearance.

The most complete and coherent theoretical framework for

trying to understand the appearance of art so far presented and

one that fits well with the available empirical evidence is

Gilman’s (1984) model of the “Upper Paleolirhic revolution’: a

relatively slow process beginning in the Middle Paleolithic,

whereby increased technological efficiency, bringi ng about in

creased productivity and increased popularion densities, would

have culminated in the development of restricted alliance net

works, manifested in the appearance of the artifactual indicators

of ethnicity (such as the synchronic stylistic variarion of func—

tionally identical classes of stone tools) that are already visible in

late Mousrerian times. At a certain moment, this created the

need for forms of personal identification of individuals (adorn

rnenrs) and for ritLial practices related wich territoriality and

group interaction (parietal art).
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In this framework, there is no neer! to assume that the fact that,
in Furope, art appears onis’ in the Upper Paleolithic (as defined
traditionally), is a conseejnenee of the faet that only anatoniieally
modern hnmans (not present in Etirope hefbre the Upper
Paleolithic) possessed the intelleetual eapabilities demanded by
artisric behavior. This model also dispenses svi th the neecl to
invoke Klein’s (1998) seeond mutation as an explanation for the
first appearanee of ornaments (ostrich egg—shell beacls) in eastern
Afriean sires ea. 40,000 BP (Amhrose 1998). That the appearanee
of this behavinr relates to socio-eeologieal, not biologieal,
proeesses. is indieated hy the simple hier that art is not riniver—
sally cloerimented among morphologicallv modern groups: the
larrer had been around for as much as 500,000 years at the time
the earliesr examples of art mm tip in the arehaeologieal record.
Follnwing Mellars (i998b), it could be argued, however, that art
indeed evenrually appeared among modems once the soeioeen
hn.ieal basis for sueh appearance was matrire, the hiological eapa—
hility for symholism having heen there right from the heginning.
Coi’erselx-, the faer that art never appeared among the Nean—
tlerrhals who before them inhabited the same regions minder simi—
lat environmental conditions would show that the latter did not
possess such a capffiilitv.

Sinee, apart from parietal art, all other aspects of the “Upper
Palenlithic revolurion” are documented in the last moments of
the historical trajecrory ofNeanderthals, it seems logical to inter—
pret Châtelperrnn ian adornmen rs and decorated hone rools as a
further i ndication that ahoriginal Enropeans of interpleniglaeial
times were in the path towards the completion of that revolu—
tion”. 1f frirmire research confirms that figrirative art oever actu—
ally cleveloped among them, that eau be seen as resulring simply
from the truncation of that trajecrory as a resmilt of the migrarion
mm Europe of anatommcally mudern people with a Near Eastern
origin. Alrhough following a parallel track, im is possible that
European Neanderrhal society had not yer arraineel, at that time,
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the population threshold that would unleash the full gamut of

social developments that might have clriven their cultoral poten—

tial in that clirection, much as it was not certainly due to the lack

of intellectual capahilities that the Selk’nam ftom Tietta dcl

Fuego did not develop their own writing system. As may bave

been the case with European Neandettbals and figutative art,

they disappeated at a moment of their bistory when the socioeco—

logica! basis for written communication was simply not there.

Trinkaus’ (2000) recent revision of the skeletal evidence behind

the functional approach used to infer behavioral contrasts be—

tween modern humans and Neanderthals has also furthet weak—

ened the case for a biologically-based explanation of the

Middle—to—Uppet Paleolithic transition. When apptopriately

scaled for body-size and bone length, many of the lowet limb

featutes previously usec! to indicate a major contrast in robustic—

ity hetween Neanderthals and the eatly modern humans of

Skhul/Qafzeh and the Early Upper Paleolithic in fisct show differ—

ences that are not all that significant. Overal!, eatly modern

humans of the last interg!acial were as “robust” as thea Nean—

detthal contempotaties in many features, and the ptocess of

skeletal gracilization was a long-term mosaic process that cut

acrnss biological boundaties. Put anothet way, early modern

humans of 100,000 yeats ago did not enjoy any evolutionarily

significant competitive advantage derived ftom their skeleta!

morphology and the locomotor or manipLilative behaviors It en—

abled. In Trinkaus wotcls, most real clifferences, patticularly in

the lowet limbs, tend to be in “Middle vetsus Uppet Paleolithic

tathet than late archaic versus early modern human”. That is,

they tend to be cultural and chronologica! conttasts related to ha

bitual life-styles and the impact of technologica! developments.

Thete is no evidence that such conttasts had a genetic basis that

would have fixed even late Neandetthals in an archaic body shape

unable to accompany the pace of cultural innovation made possi

bIe by a modern human bod3’ shape fixed since much earlier
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timcs in the evolutionary trajectory of late Middie and early Late
Pleistocene African bomans.

It is perhaps noteworthy to remark here that most proponents of
modeis of the Middle—to—Upper Palcolithic transition based 00

the lnttlnsic biocultural superiority of modern hurnans have also
suggestecl that the appearance of ornaments and art is in fact best
interpretedas the rcsult ofsocial, not hiological processes (White
1982; Garnble 1983). However, rhey sustain that such processes
only occurreci in the historical trajectory of anatornically modern
humans and reject the possibility that that rnight have been the
case arnong Neancierthals as well. For Stringer and Gambie (1993)

and Mellars (1998a, 1998b, 1999), this is because of the Neon—
derthals’ biologically based lack of the requireci intellecttial capa—
hilities. Besicles this philosophical a priori, the only empirical
ari.uiyient evoked to sustain such a rejection is that of temporal
coincidence, also advocateci by Hciblin (1999). In ii nutshell, the
aritiment is that the only evidence fot art among Neanderthals
(thc ornaments of the Châtelperronian) is very late and is con—
tcmporary with, or post—dates, the first appearance of art—bearing
modern human cultures in Eurasia. It would be an extraordinary
coincidence, therefore, if the sudden appearance of this particular
hchavior among Neanderthals had been a totally independetit
process: the most paisimonious explanation would be that
Ncanderthals acquired it in the context 0f contact with their
modern human neighbors, through “acculturation” or through
“imitation without understanding’

THE INDEPENDENCE AND ANTERIORiTY OF THE

CHÂTELPERRONIAN

As pointed out by cI’Errico et al. (1998) and Zilho and dErrico
(1999a), the historical coincidence argument has two major theo—
rerical weaknesses:
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• First, it overlooks that the appearance of art was as sudclen

arnong Neanderthals as among modern humans and that

this suddenness needs not be considered an anomaly re

quiring a special explanation. Other innovations, such as

agriculture or writing, which arguably had more far—

reaching consequences for the environmenral and cogni

tive aclaptations of human socieries, were invenred

independently in different places and ar almost the same

time. Therefore, there is no reason, apart from the adop_

non of an a priori philosophical stand that the mechanism

of human culrural evolution is akin to the phyletic gradu—

alism of Darwin’s view of biological evolution, to believe

that symbolic expression had to arise as a gradual, long_

term process. Much as there was no gradual rransirion to

writing, so the adoprion of body ornaments was “sudden”,

or “puncruated”, among Neanderthals as well as among

modems.

• Second, even if ir were to be demonstrated thar their ap

pearance among the former ‘as accelerated by contact

wirh the larrer, that would not warrant the assumuprion of

Neanclerthal inferiority. Few present—day anthropologisrs

would accept the view that societies aclopting, or adapt—

ing, to rheir own needs, a form of writing system created

by their neighbors should be consiclered inherenrly inca

pable of elaboraring this system themselves or of possess

ing, for that reason, a lower level of cognitive ability. It is

precisely their use of the new communicarion system rhat

we corisider convincing evidence of equal inrellectual

stancling.

The sysrematic review of the archaeological and chronomerric cv

idence carried our by d’Errico er al. (1998) and Zilho and

d’Errico (i999b) further weakened the coincidence argument.

These studies clemonstrated that Chârelperronian ornamenrs and
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bone muis were distinct and showed no influence from the
Aurisnacian. Moreover, thev dernonstrated that the emergence of
the Chltelperronian and ec1uivaient transitional technocomplexes
in Central anti Eastern Europe pre—dated the Aurignacian and,
hence, the immigration of the anatomically modern people pre—
surnably associated wi th the latter.

The evidence from the Châteiperronian levels of the Grotte do
Renne, at Arcy—sur—Curc, shows that the Neancierthal—associated
personal ornarnents and bone tools founci there did not result
from a mixing of the archaeological strata, as demonstrateci by
the coexistence in the sarne stratigraphic level of finished ohjects
and of the residLies of their rnanufactLlre. This is in parricular the
case of a tube of a swan s left oma found in close proxirnity to irs
discardeci byproduct (Fig. 4). Not only were these bone tools of
local manuflicture. they also ‘ere tvpologically and technologi—
cal 1 y ci isti net from those niost corn mon in the Au rignac i an.
Reindeer antler, preferreci in the latter, was neglecteci in the
Chtelperronian, where the LI5C of ivory is three and a half times
more frequent. Small, thiek awls made on short bone fragments
bund in the Grotte do Rennes Chfitelperroman levels are tin—
knovn in the ALirignacian, whereas such tvpical Aurignacian
types as split—base or lozenge—shaped bone points have never been
found in Châtelperronian contexts.

\Iorcover, the Grotte do Rennes ornarnents, as well as those re—
covered at other ChiteIperronian sires, such as Quinçay, s’ere cre
ated using technic1ues different from those favored in the
Aurignacian (Fig. 5). \Vith regard, for cxample, to the penclants
— modified beat, wolf and cleer teeth, among others — the carv
ing of a furrow around the tooth root so that a srring of sorne sort
could be tied around it for suspension is the technic1ue must com—
nionly used in the Chltelperronian. In the Aurignacian, pendants
are always piercecl, as also are some Chârelperronian ornaments
made on animal teeth or fossil sheils. In these cases, however, the
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Eig. 4. Chîte/penoniao bone too/sfom the Grotte da Renne.

A;ï -s,ir-Cure. Fraaie: i. bone tube ofa suani /cfr iilna (leid Xb.

sqiiare A7) and its manu/sctt/1e b3 —;oe/nit (level Xb. sqaare Dii)

JJ)oi ‘ide unequi ocal ciide,ice ofstratigraphh integrit) of the lei ‘eis

and oj local oianu/actul’e of the bone tools (not tcat/e u’ith or co/lection

J’om Aarignacians). 2 —3. decorateci bn’d hone tubes and bone au/s

ini/icate that in late Neane/erthal societies sjmholism was not ajoreig)i.

imporred behat’ior used u’ithout undeistani/ing but something that

permeateci all aspects of life. exactl) as u ‘ould be expected in afu/ly

symbo/ic human cultui’e.

Fig. j. Clxîte/perroniao ornamentsfm the Grotte dii Renne.

A rcy-sur-Cure. France. For suspension. lsic’t’lng a /i/rcou’ tooth coot aas

the pre/erred technique. bui there are also pierced items obtained bj’
puncturing/.lloii cd by smoothïng and enlaiging of the pefrration.

1
3
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Chârelperronian approach i nvolved puncturi ng the ob1ect and
then smoothin and enlarging the perforation, whereas the tech—

niclue most commonly used in the Aurignacian was to thin the
whole tooth root by scraping before perforating it.

This evidence shows bevond anv reasonable doubt that these
kinds of artifacts were an integral part of the marerial culture of
the Châtelperronian. not isolated insrances of trade with the
Aurignacian or of collection from abandoned Aurignacian sites.
On the other hand, as is the case with the new knapping tech—
niciues and tool types of the Châtelperronian, they show no influ—
ence from the Aurignacian. These facrs alone make a strong case
atainst the “acculturation” solution or anv other view of the
emergence of the Châtelperronian as triggered bv the close con
tact of Mousterian Neanderthals with incon-iing Aurignacian
modern bomans. However, there is an even more basic empirical
enndition of viability for such views to be acceptable: the as—
sumeci anreriority of the Aurignacian over the Chtelperronian.
The systematic reanalysis of radiometric clates and stratigraphic
sequences reveals that the assumption is unsustainable (cf. Zilho
and d’Errico i999b).

In Iict, apart from the “interstratifications” recognized by Bordes
in the context of his dual—phvlum (Perigordian and Aurignacian)
view of the French Upper Paleolithic — interstratifications
wli ich, after careful taphonomic reevaluation, reveal themselves to
be simple cases of post—depositional disturbance or recleposirion
with admixture (cf. for Roc—cle—Combe in particular, Rigaud 1998)

the case for Aurignacian precedence rests entirely on radiocar
bon dating. Doe critical consideration of the hundreds of clates
available for this period in Europe and the Near East shows that
wherever the context of the dated samples is well esrablisheci. and
their chemistry is beyond suspicion, the earliest occurrences of the
Aurignacian date to no earlier than around 36,500 years ago. The
same racliometric data, however, inclicate that the Chrelperronian
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and other late Neanderthal cultures such as the Uluzzian of Iraly

emerged in Eutope around 40,000 BP, well before any modems

esrablished themselves in rhose areas.

Two examples show the impact that taphonomical and defini

rional issnes have had on the chmonolngy of the Middle-ro-Upper

Paleolithic tmansition in Etirope. El Castillo level i8, convenrion

ally teporred in the liretatnre as Anrignacian, has heen repeatedly

dared to arotind 40,000 BP (Cabrera and Bischoff i989; Cabrema

et al. i996). Bur the samples come from the modern excavations,

carried out in an area of the level xvhere no Aurignacian items

were recovered. The artriburion is made by correlarion \vith the

interior area excavated in the early rwenrieth centnry where,

however, level t8 was a thick palimpsesr wirh ar leasr two occupa—

rions: Anrignacian (ar the top) and Monsterian (ar the horrom).

Fig. 6. El Castillo Care. noithern SJain:
stratigraphirprofule (after Cabrera et al. 1996: Fug. 2. uuuodufied and

inteipietation of the dating and indnstrial composition of lei cl 18.

Level f8 oufeide”
blus of oboolie oone dippiog

bone bom bowardo bOe inside, mabrio

personal onoumenfo wuehed in
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orocbe0ebiv Aurignevien libbios

hâbebperron polo1
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lf8oufoido__
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f0 41,1 000f,700 (OaA2477)
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43,000±2,800 (GmbA02100)
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This suggests that the dates may well be chemically and contex—

rually correct bot relared to the Mousrerian, oor the ALiriguaclan

(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 8. 959i confzdence interva/s ofAMS C-14 dates on bone for

the Chte/perronian of France and the ‘Proto—A ii iignacian

and Aiirignacian of Germa II). The /atter ilear/y /ost—dates the

emergence of the Cljcîte/perronian. The lack ofstratiç’raphic and

industrial integrity of the Proto_A,nignacian” (as shoun by the

sam/des dated to about 33 .000 years ago that must he int rusice from

the oe’er/ying tpica/ Au;ignacian) face//it/es its use as ee’idencefrr

the contemporaneity betu een the Chc7telperronian anti thefirst early

modern human cuitit res ofsouthern Germany.

in the Geissenkiösterle cave, the “Proto-Aurignacian” that bas

been associared with C14 dates between 37,000 anti 40,000 BP

(Richter et al. 2000) is a post-excavation reconstrucred assem

blage (Hahn 1988) whose inregrity rernains to be demonstrared

(Fig. 7). In fact, refits between the “Proto-Aurignacian” levels

and the 33,000-year—olci typical Aurignacian levels of the site

are far more nurnerous than refits inside this very well defined

later horizon. On the other hand, refits inside the “Proto—

Aurignacian” levels are more nunserous than with the overlying

Aurignacian. These facts suggest that, whereas the contamina

non of the latter by upwardiy dispiaced items may not be as

important, the “Proto-Aurignacian” levels contain significant

German
French Proto

Châtelperronian aarignacian”
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amounts of material derived from the typical Aungnacian occu—
pation. Two ivory beads considered to belong in the “Prom—

Aurignacian”, for instance, are identical to the tweh’e recovered
in the overlying art—rich cleposirs and in all likelihoocl clerive
from them. This may as well be the case with the carinared cores
and the other types of Aurignacian lithics listeci as part of the
“Proto—ALlrignacian” repertoire. That major vertical clisplace—
ment ofobjecrs took place at the sire, for the most p irnplying
the presence of typical Aurignacian rnaterial in the lower “Proto—
Aurignacian’ lcvels, is also confirmecl by the fact that two of the
five clatecl samples collected in the latter gave resuits ic{entical to
those obtained for the overlving deposit (Fig. 8). Consecuently,
all that can be said about the Geïssenklösterle is that bone accu—
mujation, presumably by bomans, was taking place at the cave
between 37,000 and 40,000 years ago, that such hurnans may
well have been using an Upper Paleolithic lithic technology, and
that such an early Upper Paleolithic was incleed contemporar
w i ru the Chtelperron ian. Noth ing warran rs, however, the dl iag—
nosis of such a possible early Upper Paleolitbic occupation as
related to the Aorignacian, and its use as evidence for modern
human presence in central Europe in that time range is, there—

luie, unsubstantiated.

Stich a presence is all the more qucstionahle once we bear in mmd
that, in the Near East, where Aurignacian modems are supposed
to have originated, they are no earlier than about 36,000 BP (Bar—
Yosef 1996). Once the resuits that are cjuestionahle on chemical,
taphonomical or definitional grounds are removcd from further
consideration, however, the European picture is fully comparmble

with the data for the Levant. Even in soutbsvestern Europe,
where the Aurirnacian was supposed to appear cuute early on,
there is not a smnrle site where t has been reliable dated to before
36,500 BP (Fig. 9). The situation in Italy, Germany, Austria
and the Balkans is no clifferenr. Conversely, there is no evidence
for the presence in post-36,000 BP rimes of the Châtelperronian
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Fig. 9. 95// ionjidence interi’a/s ofAAlS C-i4 e/annfr the EUP

of France and Spani. inc/iiding hone samp/es jor Chte/perronian sites.

and bot/s bone and chariya/ samp/es for Aiirzgnacian sites. The scatte, in

the dates for the Châte/perronian after 35 000 BP is cliie to chemical

contaminat/on of the samp/es. Dcites j, the range 0f3 6—43.000 jealS

ago that hai’e been ,elated to the Aiirignacian hut demonstrab/)
correspondto situations uhere the datedsamples inJict are not associated

uith the Aurignacian material thej’ u’ere supposed to date uere excluded.

and equivalent pre-Aurignacian early Upper Paleolithic assem—

blages anvwhere in the geographical range where this earliest

Aurognacian bas been found. The much younger resuits. differing

at the 959k confidence level, obtained for the Châtelperronian at

the same sites and from the same levels where it bas been shown

to be older than 36,000 BP have often been useci to suggest its

survival into the period between 35,000 and 30,000 years ago.

These discrepancies, however, are more parsirnoniously inter—

preted as evidence for the impact that even a minima1 amount

of chemical contarnination may have on bone samples dating to

ver)’ near the practical limit of the radiocarbon method than
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as evidence for a ‘ery late survival of the Châtelperronian and

of its long—term local or regional contemporaneitv with the
A urig nacian.

This srratigraphic and racliornetric evidence is an insurmountable
obstacle to the acculturation hypothesis and leaves no option
other than that of consiclering the emergence of the Châtel—
perronian as an autochtonous clevelopment, an independent
Neancierthal accjuisition of “modern behavior” That the mani—
facture and use of ornaments in the geographical range that
would later on be covereci by the Aurignacian pre—clates the earli—
est manifesrations of the latter bas been confirmecl also in the
Near East with the recent discoveries marie at the Üçagizli sire.
This cave. locateci in littoral sourheastern Turkev, bas an initial
Upper Paleolithic level clated to arounci 39,000 BP which con—
taincd perforated marine shell beads (Kuhn er al. 1999; Kuhn
personal communication). This finci brings the appearance of art
in the Near East to the same time range as the emergence of the
(.hiîtelperronian and well before the Aurignacian. AlthoLigh the
human type respnnsihle for the Uçagizli material is currently min
known, there is no reason to reject that it was the work of
Neanderthals ton. particularly given the late dates now available
for some Neanderthal specimens from the region, such as that
from Amod Cave, ESR clamed to about 43,000 years ago by
Schwarcz and Ri nk (1998).

It must be stressed that this review of the evidcnce in fact brings
mis back to the evaluation of the Châtelperronian that prevailed
thirty years ago, ‘hen the accultoration hypothesis made its first
appearance in the debate. According to Harrolci’s (1986) tccount,

the hypothesis can be traceci back at least to Klein (1973):

‘The fact that this perhaps hrutal transition [from the
Mousmerian] to the Châtelperronian is conremporary with the
appearance of the Aorignacian in ‘7estemn Europe may well
be more than a coincidence. Klein (1973:114-118), for instance,
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has suggested that the Châtelperronian represents the cultu—

rai response of indigenous Neanderthals to the Aurignacian,

arriving with Homo sapzens from the East, where it is known to

be earliet than in ‘“estern Europe” (Harrold 1986:164).

At the time Klein formulated his suggestion, however, those who

were familiar with the archaeological evidence rejected it alto

gether. Foremost among theni, Paul Meilars, who, after a system

atic review of the available data on stone tools, bone-working

technology, personal ornaments, subsistence activities, dimension

and seasonality of settlements, long-distance contacts and popuia

tion densities, conciuded by posing the following question:

Does this phenomenon [the middle—upper paleolithic transi—

tion) reflect an “invasion’ of new human groups into south—

west France, or does it represent simply a rapid accumulation

of cuiturai changes occurring within (Mellars’ emphasis) the

indigenoLis populations?”

His answer:

“In the writer’s opinion the arguments in favor of ethnic and

cultural continuity between the Châtelperronian and latest

Mousterian populations in southwest France are vittuaily

conclusive ... The implications of the foregoing evicience

with regard to the human physical types responsible for the

Mousterian of Acheulian Tradition remain to be worked out

But from the view-point of the archaeologicai eviclence

there seems to be littie doubt that the first exponents of

upper paleolithic technology in southwestern France ‘ere of

essentially local, as opposed to exotic, origin” (Meiiars

1973:272-273).

In sum: before the issue was compiicated by the argurnents

reiated to the bioiogical distinction of Neanderthais and inferred
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cognitive differences, xs’hen the archaeological eviclence was
dealt vith at face value and onaffected by prejudees against

Neanderthals, the leading researchers of the time had no doubts

that the Châtelperronian was an indigenous inelependent devel—

opment. Some even went as list as soggesting that there was

no limit to what the arrisric achievements of the Châtclperrnnian

might have been. Defining his pre—figutative stage of pre—his—

roric art, Leroi—Gourhan (1964), lot instance. stated the follow—

Ing:

“The Châtelpetronian inaogurares ornarnen ts, bot expl ici t

figores have not yer been found. Bones and small stone slabs

with regolarlv spaced 1 neisions, however, are nomerous: ochre
is ver’ abnndant and it is qtnre possible that figotes will be

fiiuncl in the fottire”.

So fit, the practice of figutative art by the last Neanderthals te—

mains an onproven possibility. Bot there shotilci be no doLiht,

after the Saint—Césaire skeleton and the moer eat of the Gtotte do

Renne’s child showed that Neanderthals were irs makers, that the

(.liâtclperronian stands fot the Neandetthal’s own Uppet

Paleulithic revointion”. Mellars’ radical invetsion of posi tiOil is

all the more striking in this regard since, in fact. the arehaenlngi—

cal eviclence sustaining this coneltision has not changed nr in—

creased significantlv si nee 1973.

THE LAGAR VELHO CHILD AND THE ADMJXTURE

H Y POT H ES IS

The site of the Abrigo tlo Lagar Velho was tl iscovered in

November 1998 (Duarte et al. 1999), anti it consisrs of deposits

along the base of an east-west limestone cliffon the south side of

the Lapeclo Valley, near Leiria, PortLigal. It was tlamaged by earth

removal in 5992, and all that was left of the original opper 2.5—3

meters of the deposit was a ca 50 em—thick remnant exposeci in a
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fissure running along the shelter’s back wall and containing

Proto-Solutrean and Solutrean mcl ustries radiocarbon datecl to

between 22,000 and 20,000 years ago. The burial of a four year

old child (Fig. io) was founci isolated at the east end of the shel

ter, and Gravettian occupatlon levels have been identified below

current ground level in the west sicle of the shelter.

The child was on its back parallel to the cliff base, with the head

to the east and left side against the cliff, The skeleton and the

containing sedirnent vere heavily stained with red ochre, but the

alteration of the sediment stoppecl at the outer borcier of the

skeleton. Analysis of reci deer bones fourid along the edge of the

burial pit shows that thev are taphonomically distinct from those

founcl in the surrounding and immediately unclerlying sedi—

rnents. The latter present eroded surfiices, have a shine that sug

gests they ‘ere chewed and digested by carnivores, often display

teeth punctures, and are associated with coprolites. In contrast,

Cervus elaphus left pelvis II (C14 dated)

other Cervus elapiius bones

seniiarbculated rabbit
ribs and vertebrae

(Cl4dated)

..l

:1

Littorifla obtusata
shell pendant

Pinus sylvesfris
charcoal lens

F1 ‘ rabbit sacrurn

-I

_________

The Lagar Velho 1 burial

Fig. 10. Plan of the Lagar Velho chiLi skeleton after e2jiosi/;e u ‘as

coiu/i/eted.shou’ng aitifacts arni ecofsets assoc)atecl uith the hiiria/.
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the deer bones found by the head and feet of the chilcl’s skeleton
two left pelvises, one distal tibia and two rarsal bones — are

very well preserved, show no evidence of carnivore activiry, were
in contact with the botly, and have provided radiocarbon dates
showi ng contemporaneity with the btirial event. Furthermore, no
arrifacts or other evidence of human habitarion activities were re—

covered at this level in this pai of thc shelter. The simplest ex—
planation for the association is that these hones belonged to parts
of tleer carcasses deposited with the htirial as grave goods.
The base of the pit, immediately helow and in contact with the
child’s legs, feattired a thin, exrensive black lens of charcoal.
Anthracological analysis showecl that this charcoal came from the
burning of a single branch of Scots pine, indicating that a ritual
fire was lit before the deposition of the body. This interpretation
is strengthenetl hy the fact that no traces of charcoal x’ere found
in the adlacenr and underlving tleposits.

The only diagnosticarchaeological items in the btirial svere the
charcoal, the red ochre staining and a pierced Luto,vnc, ohtusaia

shell fotind near the cervical vertebrae. In addition, fotir pierced
fir;zws e/apl.ms canines were discovered dtiring scteening of the
site, in close association with the cranial fragments scarterecl by
the eatrh removal, stiggesting that the child was wearing some
kind of decorared headelress. Similar burials with pierceel shells
and/or teeth and a eovcri ng of ochre are known partictilatly from
the Graverrian of Furope, espeeially from Britain (Paviland),
Italy (Arene Candide. Barma Grande, Caviglione. Ostuni) the
Czeeh Repuhlic (Brnu-Franconzskd, Dolnf Véstoniee) and Rtissia
(Snnghir) (Svoboda er al. I996: Aldhouse—Green and Pettitt I998;

Bader ‘998; Giacobini I999).

AMS radiocarbon dates were obrained from samples of eharcoal
[24,860 ± 200 BP. (GrA-i33Io)) and red deer remains [24,660

± 260 B.P. (OxA-842i), 24,520 ± 240 BP. (OxA-8423)J direerly

associated wirh the hurial and of a vertebra from a semi-arricu



lated section of a rabbit verrebral column (23,920 ± 220 BP.

(OxA-S4zz)) immediately overlying the legs. The dates for the

rabbir vertebra and the charcoal lens effecrively bracker the

burial between 24,000 and 25,000 BP., with the date for the

charcoal being that which is most closely related to the archaeo

logical evenr, placing it berween 24,500 and 25,300 radiocarbon

years ago.

During excavation and the initial cleaning and reassembly of the

child’s remains, it was assumed that these represented a luvenile
of the Enropean late Aurignacian and Gravettian human popula

tinn. The attribution of the skeleron to this early modern human

sample was based on both expectarions from its archaeological

context (only early modern humans vere known from this time

period in Europe) and the dear, prnminent mennim ossei,m (chin)

on the rnandihle, one of the first elements excavared of the bnrial

and a distinctive morphological fearute of modern hLimans.

However, during excavation and early in the paleontological

analysis of the htiman remains, ir was noticed that ir presented a

curiotis mosaic of features, most of which aligned ir with conrem—

poraneous early modern humans. Bot the following, among

orhers, were reminiscent or even distinctive of the Neanderthals

(Trinkaus er al. i999b):

• stipraorbiral thickening;

• zygornaric fronral process hreadth;

• symphyseal rerrear;

• shoveling of the Inwer second permanent incisor;

• pecroralis rnajor ruberosity;

• crural proportions (Fig. ii);

• ribio-femnral robusriciry (Fig. 12).

Crtiral proportions and rheir implicarious in rerms of overall bod3’

shape are parricularlv important in this tegard becatise the srudy

of present-day popularions has prnved that this is a genetically—
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the same time periocl. And, among the two possible ancestral

popolations of the group to which this child belonged, ir is a

weli-established fact that all Neanderthals had atctic body pro

portions. On the contrary, all European early modern humans

had tropical body proportions, betraying their recent (in evolu—

tionary time) African origin, in spite of the fact that they had

been living for many millennia in the very cold steppe—tundra

environmenrs then extant throughout the unglaciated parrs of

the continent located to north of the P;’renees. The trivial devel

opmenral lesions and notmal growth pattetns of developmenrally

plastic aspects of the Lagar Velho child’s skeleton indicate that

developmental abnormaliries cannot account for his body propor

rions. Conseqoenrly, the observed mosaic was interpretecl to mdi—

care that ;‘hen early modern humans dispersed sourh of the Ebro

Fronrier after 30,000 BP (Zilhio 1993, i997, 2000), they repro

ducrively inrermingled wirh the resmclenr Neanderrhal poprmla—

tions. Admmxrure between Neanderrhals and early modern

humans is the only explanatmon which conforms to the empirical

evidence of the skeleton. the relevant Late Pleistocene human

fossil record, and current knowleclge of human clevelopmental

biology.

This explanatmon implies that, ‘hen early modern humans dis—

persing mnro Iberia encountered local Neanderthal popularions,

the two groups recognizecl each other as human, vmth generally

si niilar behavmoral capabilmrmes, reperruires, social systems, com—

munication srructures, and adaptmve strategies. Thete may well

have been significant culrural cuntrasts, bur the funclamental

clifferences must have been relatively subtle. Even if, in the per—

specrive of some conremporary scienrisrs, one group was less

human than the other, the simple fact that rhey regarded each

other as suitable mates leads to the inescapable conclusion that,

in the perspective of mid last glacial bomans in Iberma, they were

all people.
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AlthoLi&h, overall, this interpretation was warmly received both
by pa]eoanrhropologists and the general public, it also met with
some opposition, most of ir basecl on the rntDNA evidence
(cf. comrnenrs in Trinkaus er al. 1999b). In som, it was argued
that the interpretation had to be wrong because: (a) the genetic
evidence showecl that Neanderrhals belongecl to a differenr
species and, therefore, by definirion, could not have interbred
with modern huinans; and (b) if inrerbreeding had occurred,
traces of a Neanderthal input would be cletectable in the mtDNA
of present—day Europeans in general and Iberians in particular,
bot such is not the case.

The results reported by Gagneux er al. (1999) on the rnrDNA of
African apes, however, have shown that conremporary inter—
breedi ng popularions of chimpanzees are 1 nrernally more diverse
than those of modern humans and our Late Pleistocene fossi 1
ancestors put together, inclncling the one Neanderthal specimefi
analzed by Krings et al. (1997, 1999). Geneticists compute the
rime—depth of a split from a common ancestor on the basis of
the arnount of genetic difference between the two species whose
phylogeny they are trying to reconstruct. The interpretation
must commonly derived from the vork by Krings er al. is that
the genetic difference between Neanderthals and present day
humans means that rhey \‘ere two differenr species which split
oo,ooo years ago. In that case, however, the much larger differ
ence between populations of chimpanzees WOLIldI imply thllt

those populations helonged to different species whose last
common ancestor \Vould have lived a lot more than 300,000 vears
ago. Since that is not the case, there are only two possible out—
comes to the contracliction: eirher Neandlerthals and modems
were conspecific popularions at the time they co-existedl and
interbreeding ar contact is whar one shotilci expect; or the use of
present generic variabilitv to predicr past phylogeneric processes
with the degree of resolution recinired in the case of the evolution
of hunians over the last 100,000 years is not warranted.
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In fact, borh aspects of this cootradiction are pertioent. The

ose of preseor-day geoeric patreros to ioterprer late Upper

Pleistocene demography tests oo the assumption of a high degree

of demographic cootinuity from that time uotil the preseot. This

assumption, however, is highiy cootroversial. To the Iberiao

case, for iostaoce, we simply do oor know whether irs preseor

day relarive geoetic homogeoeity is the prod oct of a long—term

conrinoiry in settiemeor goiog back as far as the ioirial Upper

Paleolirhic, or a cooseqoence of more receor hisrorical aod demo

graphic processes, soch as the expansion of agrieLlirtire along the

Mcdi rerranean shores or the large—scale t] ispersals that occurred

in proro-historic and early historic rimes (Zilho i998b).

Moreover, since extinction cao affect generic lineages and re

gional poptilations as mLich as ir cao affect species, the fact that

no trace of an extincr lineage stich as the Neanderthals cao be

fotind in present day Iberian popolarions does not mean that, in

an evoltitionary sense, they are oor part of otir ancestry. For in—

srance, although no specific geoetic cootribution of Homo eiect/is

has so far been idenrified among present day pnpulations, that

does not mean that Home eiectus was not an earlier human ances—

ror. And the fact that Neanelerrhals may have contributed litrle

or nothiog to the geoetic makeup of roday’s Eoropeans does oor

mean that they did not contribore significantly to the generic

makeup of the immediarely succeediog Etiropeao pojnilarions of

early pleniglacial times. Au a priori rejecrion of this possibiliry

would imply believiog that the laws of evolLition eeased to act

upoo human poptslarions once the modern morphotype became

dominant, that is, that humaos have ceased to evolve in the last

30,000 years. This interpretation has been exrensively rejected

by paleoanrhropological research over the past several decades

(cf., for iostaoce, Holliday I997, 1999, and refereoces rhereio).

Analysis of the mrDNA exrracted from a Middle Paleolirhic

Vindija Cave specimen (Krings et al. 2000) and from a 29,000-

year-ulcl feral or neo-uaral skeleron fouod in Mezmaiskaya Cave,
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northern Caucasus (Ovchinnikov er al. 2000), has been clairneci

to represent further support for the view of Neanderthals as a
clifferent species, given its similarity with that of the original
Neander valley specimen. The significance of these results, how—
ever, is uncertain, given that the taxunornic status of the
Mezmaiskaya child, reported as a Neanderthal infnt, is in fact
controversial. As discussed by Hawks and \Volpoff (2001), the
geological, archaeological and dating eviclence show that this
infant is a burial from a level even more recent than the Upper
Paleolithic preserveci at the site. Its anatomical features, more—
over, make it ui te possible that, instead of a Neanderthal, the
Mezmaiskaya rernai ns correspond to an eastern European ecju iva—
lent of the Lagar Velho child.

The correct interpretation of the Neander valley hominicl fossil
mtDNA evidence is, therefore, that, by primate stanciarcls, pres—
cnt—clay humans ought to be consiclered abnorrnally hornoge—
ncous. Their low mtDNA variability is consistent with a single
recent origin for modern hurnans but does not imply that
Ncanclerthals ‘.‘ere a different species. It simply confirms, from
gcnctic data, what palcontologists have establisheci for about a
centurv on the basis of the fossil bones: that Neancierthals, as a
scparate, weli—defined geographic variant of humanity which
hecame differentiared dun ng the Middle Pleistocene, are now
cxtinct. That does not mcan that the) did not contribute to the
gene Pool of subse tien t populati OnS. The Lagar Vel ho ch i lcl ‘s
anatomical mosaic suggesrs that thev did, even if such a contri—
burion eventuallv became so diloted as to becorne unrecogniz—
able todav. The isstie at stake, howcvcr, is not about the pecligree
of present bomans bot about the clemographical processes that
occtirred in Eorope hetween 40,000 and 25,000 years ago. And,
in the context of otir corrent knowledge of the phylogenetic sig
nificance of the traits present in the Lagar Velho chilcl, one
cannot btit conclucle that Neanclerthals contnibuteci to the gene

Pool of anatomically modern Iberians of 25,000 years ago, even
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if such a contribution was subsequently diluted and eventually

became invisible.

Testing of these divergent interpretations of the fossil mtDNA

evidence required that the Neanderthal matetial were compared

\vith that from contemporary fossil modern homans instead of

present-day popularions. The Neanderthals-as-a-different-species

hypothesis carries the implication that early modern human

mtDNA should be much more similar to that of present-day

humans than that of the Neanderthals. Conversely, the Nean

derthals—as—a-different-population hypothesis carries the implica—

tion that early modern human mrDNA should be as different

from that of present-day humans as the Neanderrhals. Recent

publicarion (Adcock et al. 2001) of the mtDNA extracred from

the Lake Mungo 3 skeleron, an Australian early modern human

dated to about 6o,ooo years ago, is consisrent with the second

hypothesis, not with the first.

3. NEANDERTHAL EXTINCTION AS HISTORY,

NOT TELEOLOGY

At present, therefore, all lines of fossil evidence, both skeleral and

genetical, seem to be converging in favor of the view that the

modern human morphotype emerged in Africa and suhsequenrly

spread to the rest of the world through a demic diffusion process

that included extensive aclmixture with local archaic popula—

tions. Even former proponents of strict multi-regionalisr models

now recognize that modern human emergence in Eutope was

associared wirh gene How from exogenous populations likely

to be of ultimate African origin (Wolpoff er al. 2001). Conversely,

most former proponents of strict our-of-Africa models now

accept that interbreeding between incoming modems and

local Neanderthals may have occtirred at least on occasion

(Vandermeersch 1995; Hublin 2000).
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This new understanding of the evidence is in tom consistent
with the archaeological finclings whieh show that, in the
European case, ar the time of contact, man)’ of those local
anatomically archaic popniations possessed CLiltLlral capabilities
identical to those of the modern human itnmigrants. This makes
admixtore all the more likely, althongh, hy the same token, it

cloes not preclude situations of conflict, muttial avoiclance or
social fragmentation followed hy extinetion. Thus, after two
decades of polarization between total contlntnty and total me—
plaeement, the argument about modern human origins in Etirope
is finally settling aronnd the clarification of thtee issnes:

• \vhether interbreeding \vas occasional or cornrnon antI
what was the resulting clegree of aclrnixttire between the
two groups;

2. whether the exrent to which both grotiPs mixecl varied in
space and time, or can be assumed to have heen fairly nni
form across the \vhole continent antI thronghont the
\vhole period of coexistence;

3. whether contact and admixture vere biological, cultural,
or both hiological and cultural procesSes.

The available chronometric evidence shows that, south of the
Ehro river (Zilh3o 1993, 1997) and along the northern shores of
the Black Sea (Chahai and Marks ‘998), Neanclcrthals are known
to have snrvived until 30,000 BP or after. The same seems to
have happenecl in Croaria, given the 29,000 BP dates obtaineel
for the Neanderthal material from Vinclija (Smith et al. 1999),

and in England, where no evidence for modern hnmans is known
hefore ca. 30,000 BP (Aldhonse-Green and Pettitt 1998). How
ever, assuming that the earliesr Aurignacian was the work of
modems, their establishment in the Franco—Cantabrian region
and the central European plain dates to about 36,500 years ago

(Zilhâo and dErrico s999b). Thtis, even whefl the srandarcl error

of radiocarbon dames is accotinrecl for, the long—term contem—
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poraneity of the two groups cannot be denied, at least in the

extreme peripheries of Europe (Fig. 13). On a continental scale

they did coexist, but such coexistence may have taken place

across essentially stable and iargely impermeable geographical

frontiers, as in the Ebro fronrier model of the Micidie-to-Upper

Paleolithic transition in Iberia (Zilhïo 1993, 1997, 2000). Given

the size of hunter—gatherer territorial ranges and the length of

time involved, this does not imply that each group ignored the

existence of the other: chance encounters and cross-border ex

change must have occurred, even ifseparate biocultural identities

were maintained for several millennia.

The long duration of these frontier situarions neverrheless sug—

gests that a simple model of mutual avoidance between immi

grants and locals can explain well the basic features of the

European pattern. Retreating before the advance of modems, for

epidemiological, demographic, culrural or economic reasons,

Neanderthals would have become restricted to regions where
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Fig. 13. The last European refugia of Neanelerthals.
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they maintained some kind of adaptive advan rage. In the envi—
ronmentally homogeneous core areas of the continent, the end
result would have been a rather rapid replacement with minimal
cultural interaction and minima! biological admixture. Once the
adaptive advantage enjoveci by Neanderthals in the peripheral
regions vhere they survived had vanishec!, because of changes in

the environment or in the demographic and social fabric of both
groups, modems would have began to enctoach in their neigh
bors’ territories. However, contrary to what had been the case in
the central European plain a few millennia before, retreat was
now impossible, given the cul-de-sac nature of these last
Neandetthal refugia. Consecuently, interaction was inevitable
and cxtensive aclrnixrure likely to have occurred, as suggested for
the Iherian case on the basis of the mosaic of tYiOClerfi and
Neanderthal features apparent in Lagar Velho ske!etofi.

In the above scenario, contemporaneity between Neanderthals
and modems would have been extreme!y shott_lived at the local
and regional levels. This may go a long way into explaining the
lack of convincing eviclence for a long-term contemnpOrafieity in
the same region betweeo assemblages attributed to Neanderthals
on one hand and to modern humans on the other. 1f, in any
parricular region. Neanderthals and modems had livecl sicle by
side in closed proximity, that is, in the same territorieS and com
peting for the same resources, for maoy centuries, the cuitLiral
rernains left behind ar sites should give us some indication of that.

The interstratification of Aurignacian and ChâtelperrOfiian levels
could be one such ind!icatiofl, provided that one could reject
the alrernative hypothesis that it represenrecl an ebb and flow of
rerritorial bounciaries. As discussec! above, however, the few me—
ported instances of such an interstratificarion are best explained
by geological or taphonomical. non-cultural processes. or by
mistaken readings of the sites’ archaeoseclimentary sequences.
Furthermore, the long-term contemporanei ty of Neanderthals
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and modems, at a local or regional level, withont admixtnre, and

with Neanderthals being able to maintain theit sepatate biologi

cal idenriry and cultural ttaditions throughout the process,

would surely have enrailed many instances whete the levels ftom

the time petiod in question would correspond to non-strarified

palimpsesrs conraining a mix of temains left hehind hy hoth

groups. Whar the archaeological tecotd shows, instead, is that

the Châtelpetmonian and the Aurignacian ate always found in

well separated levels (at least in modern excavations), and thar

the presence in one level of irems typical of the other can always

be explained by posr-deposirional dismurbance. And when

palimpsests do exist and are not an arrifacr of taphonomical

processes, they correspond to siruarions of very low rates of sedi—

mentarion, where the amount of time represented in the strara is

in the order of many millennia, not of a few cenrnries only.

An alternative way of substantiaring the long-term conrempo

raneiry of the two groups at a local or regional level would be

the demonsrrarion that culmural developmenrs occurring in one

could only be explained as a consequence of culrural exchange

with (or of culrural influence received from) the other. This is

the argument pr forward in the framework of the acculttiration

hyporhesis brit, as discussed above, the available radiomerric

data make ir impossible to accept the hyporhesis that the emer—

gence of the Châtelperronian was triggered hy the arrival of

Atirignacian modems to the Neanderthal territories of the

Franco-Canrabrian region. Moreover, no convincing instances of

mixed Neanderthal/modern culmural entities (that is, genuine

assemblages that are part Mousterian or Transitional and part

Aurignacian) have so far heen described anywhere in Furope.

This has heen claimed for sires such as the Trou Magrire (Orre

and Straus i995) or Vindila cave (Karavanid 1995; Karavanié and

Smith 1998), on the basis of the co-existence in the same levels of

items generally considered to be typical ofeither the Aurignacian

or the Cbâtelperronian and other Transitional culmtires. In fact,
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however, the levels in question are clemonstrably disturbed by
post—depositional processes (Zilho and dErrico 1999a, J999b).
More importantly, such a coexistence is not enough to demon—
strare the influence of one culrure on the other since ir does not
rule out the possibility that we are dealing with palirnpsests of
different occupations by different groups that may have taken
place far apart in time, as indeed must be the case with level Gi
of Vindija, given the temporal spread of many millennia shown
by the ages obtained on indiviclually clated bone sarnples To
demonstrare that an actually mixed rechnology exisred, it would
be necessary to show, for instance by refitting studies, that items
such as a blade with Aurignacian rerouch and a Chrelperron
Polo t were manufactured from blanks extractecl in the frarnework
of a single recluction sequence. So far, such a demonstration is
lacking.

As is the case elsewhere in Etirope, no demonstrably Nean—
derthal—moclern mixeci cultures exist in the Iberian Peninsula
cirhcr. The earliest Upper Paleolithic inclustries of Portugal and
sourhern Spain show no Mousterian influence, anti no Upper
Paleolithic infitience is noriceable in the latest Mousterian incius—
tries from these reglons (Villaverde et al. 1998; Zilho zooo). Yet,
extensive aclmixture between modems and Neanderthals has
been suggested on the basis of the anatoniical evidence provicleci
by the Lagar Velho child. Although it could be arguecl that the
lack of eviclence for aclmixture in the culrural realm conrradicts
the phylogeneric interpretation of the child’s anatorny, such an
objection would nut be pertineit. The transmission of cuitLiral
traits 15 a completely distinct process from the transmissiori 0f bi—
ological traits, The former depends on human volition: whether a
given technology or behaviotir is maintaineci and taught to the
nexr generation or replaced by something new is a matrer de
cided upon by individuals anti social groups. No one, however,
bas the power to decide \vhether a given anatomical trait vill or
will not be transmirteci: this is clererminecl by the rules of sexual
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reproclLiction and is the domain nf Darwinian natural selection,

which operate independenrly of any conscious individual or

social decisions.

Ina scenario of short-lived contemporaneity on a local scale, with

extensive adniixtute resulting in the quick absorption of one

group by anorher group, ir would not be tinexpected to see the

ctilttire of the side that predominated beconie the culture of the

new biologically mixed populations. Put another wav, in such a

scenario one can almost predict that admixrure would be mtich

more visible in the realm of biology than in the realm of cuirtire.

This is all the more so if we beat in mmd that, with few excep—

rions, only a very small part stone tools of past cultural

repertoires tends to stirvive until the present. In the Iberian case,

this is exactly the problem: the culrural information we have on

the sirLiarion immediatelv before and immediately after the tran

sition is testricted to lithic technology and subsistence hehav—

iotir. The lithics of the Aurignacian of lherian regions south of

the Ebro show no Mousterian influence. But this tells us very

lirrle about the nattire and intensity of the cultural interaction

between modems and Neanderthals in the realm of myths,

beliefs, usages or, mote simply, the technology of perishable

marerials.

For the moment, thetefote, we can only xvork with inferences

from the biological facts. And the mosaic anatomy of the Lagar

Velho child does indicate that, regatdless of what ;ve see in the

realm of lithics, admixture between the two groups mtist have

been significant, at least in such ctil-de—sacs as the Iberian

Peninsula. Convetselv, the fact that the same genetically inher—

ited traits borne by the Lagar Velho child are not fotind in the

contemporaneous skeletal material from such westetn and centtal

European sites as Paviland (Ttinkaus n.d.) or Dolnf Véstonice

(Svoboda et al. 1996) suggesrs that, in these regions, interbreed

ing may have been rare or insignificant.
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Alternatively, the absence of such traits may be related to the fact
that the central European material dates to ten thousand years
after the time of contact, as opposecl to only three thousand in
the Portuguese case. Stich an explanatorv framework would make
ir possible to accornmodate the eviclence for gene How claimecl
by differenr authors (cf. Smith 1984) on the basis of the earlier
(hot fragmentary) modern human skeletal material from
I-lahnöfersand or Mlade, as well as the suggestion that a genetic

input from modems explains the gracile feattires of the very late
Neanderthals from Vindijas level Gi. In at least some regions of

central Europe therefore, It WOLildI be possible to model the
replacement process after the Iberian case, that is, as a previous
instance ofextensive biological adrnixture in which the culture of
modems (or, at least, the archaeologically visible aspects of cul—
ture) became the culrure of the new admixed groups: put another
way, in which Neanclerthals were essentially absorbed by the
incoming modern human populations. In this scenatio, the

Eç. 14. The geogiaphica/ disirbut)on of Neanc/e,thals am/ modeiIIS

bc/ore ccl. 3 6.ooo yen es ago. u’hen the ea,liest AiirJgnacan spreads
betu een Astin las and the Near East.
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anatomical traits inherited from Neanderrhals would vanish afrer
a fexv thousand years, rhrough rhe operation of demographic or
genetic processes rhar remaio ro be modelled.

Forty thousand years ago, the Old World was a rather diverse
place, from a biological as well as from a culrural point of view
(Fig. 14). Norrh Africa was populated by Middie Paleolithic
moderos, Iberia by Middle Paleolithic Neanderthals, aod Wesr
aod Cenrral Europe by Upper Paleolirhic Neanderthals. To the
Near East, a local traosition to the Upper Paleolithic from the
precediog Tabun D-rype iodustries is documeoted at such sites as
Boker Tachtir (Marks aod Ferring ‘988), but the humao type
(moderos or Neaoderrhals) that roaoufactured this initial Upper
Paleolithic as well as the early Ahmarian remains uoknown. This
geographic pattero should io itselfsuffice to show that biological
explanations for the Middle-to-Upper Paleolirhic traositioo that
explain ir as a correlare of modero human emergence, or of the
emergeoce of cuirural moderoity among previously culturally
non-modero modems, must be abandoned. To Europe, it is also
dear that, with few exceptions, the processes of inreracrion which
eveorually led to the prevalence of moderos were berween fully
Upper Paleolirhic culrures 00 all sides, regardless of the parricti—
lat combioarioo of anaromical traits iovolved in each parricular
instance. The disappearance of Neanderthals and other anatomi
cally archaic humans as separate biological enriries must have
heen a complex, uneven and exrremely varied hisrorical process,
not the simple, straightforward replacement of inferior brands of
humans by a supetiot one.

Now that the biological reductionist view of Neanderthal exrinc
tion has heen theorerically and empirically refuted, mapping the
temporal and spatial variabiliry of these diverse contact situa
tions, and explaining ir in historical rerms, as sketched in the
above discussion, is the task facing twenty-first century paleo
anthropulugists. And, in what regards long-term evolutionary
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issues, the real qoestion is: if the two groops did not represent bi—

ologically different speeies and had attained a similar level of cul

ttital aebievement, why theo did modern humans prevail? X7hy

was it that the immigrants absorbecl the locals and not the other

way around? Biogeographie and demographie explanations may

provide the answers. In the Pleistocene period, under climatic

conditions moch colder than today’s, most of Etirasia was unin—

habitable. The notthernmost areas vere covered by ice sheets and

barren tuodras, and poptilatioi densities in the sertled areas must

have been mtich lower than in Africa. Palaeodemographic analy

sis of Neanderthal remains reveals those poptilations were highly

unstable (Trinkaus 1995). As a restilt, it is quite likely that

between ioo,ooo and 40,000 yeats ago a large majority of all
the planet’s htiman beings liveel in Africa, whete the modern

morphological form evolved.

1f these African gtoups also had a higher ferriliry, as is cotumonly

the case \vith warm climate popularions of the same species \vhen

compated with those from colder climates, we can plausibly

explain what happened. When Aftica became “full’ of Afticaos,

Afticans started to disperse into the neighboring regions, a

ptocess that must have been enhanced by the OIS climate

watming, between about o,ooo and 30,000 years ago, duting

which the savannas of eastetn Aftica, and theit faunas, spteacl

into the Middle East. Given enough time, even a very small

diffetence in fettiliry would put the much smaller and mote scat

tered populations of Neauderthals at a demogtaphic disadvan

tage, especially ifintetbteeding was common.

As research of these issties ptogresses, it will continue to be

uecessaty, however, to reflect on the teasons why the biological

tedtictionist view of Neanclerthals as an iuferior, doomed—from—

the-beginning side-branch ot dead-end of human evolution wete

still alive and healthy mote than one hundted years after the

formtslation of Darwin’s theoty of evolution by natutal selection



removed die foundations of the essentially religious ns—as—spe

cial” view of humankind. In retrospect, it is possible to onder
stand such a view, tecently epitomized with sophisticated
animation and chatacterization techniques in the Channel Fout
(2000) TV seties NuandeitI.ia/, as an anthtopological variant of a
method of explanation with a “ginrions” ttadition in paleontol
ogy when it comes to extinctinn: “Blaming the Victim” (Gnuld
1998:231-249). As the English anatomist Richatd Owen, qnoted

hy Gould, said of the dodo hitd “the Dic/tis inepnis, thtough
its degenerate or imperfect structute, hnwsoever acqnired, has
perished” so the Neanderthals, thrnugh theit infetiot intellec—
tual capabilities, had heen guilty nf their own disappearance.
Surely, that this view held nn for so long reveals a lot mnte about
os, modern humans of the ptesent, than about the Neanderthals
of tens of thnnsands of yeats ago.
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